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Abstract
System architecture design, evaluation, and optimization are key issues to developing
communication systems that meet the requirements of today and expectations of the
future. In this thesis, we introduce the concept of multiple access communication
and the need to use efficient transmission techniques to expand both present and
future wireless communication networks. We will study two areas regarding multi-
ple access on multichannel communication systems. First, we describe fundamental
multiplexing techniques that we can build upon and investigate the performance of
different candidate architectures for the transmission of messages from bursty sources
on multiple channels. We will consider traditional protocols such as Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA) alongside a channelized
architecture, which is based on the idea of multiplexing by dividing total transmission
capacity into a fixed number of frequency channels. We develop mathematical models
that describe the overall delay for sending large messages of a fixed length arriving
from bursty sources and analyze their performances.
We will make real-world parameter assumptions in the context of wireless net-
works and analyze the performance to develop intuition about the effectiveness of the
different architectures. Second, we will investigate channel capacity allocation among
mixed traffic, i.e., multiple classes of users. We will consider a first-come first-serve
(FCFS) access strategy, a nonpreemptive priority scheme, a preemptive resume prior-
ity scheme, and several channel capacity allocation schemes. We develop models that
describe the overall delay for sending messages and analyze their performance. Our
focus will concentrate on two classes of users. This scenario is typical of classes of
users with small and large messages to transmit. present quantitative results by mak-
ing real-world parameter assumptions in the context of wireless networks and analyze
the performance to develop intuition about the effectiveness of each architecture.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Vincent W.S. Chan
Title: Director, EECS Laboratory for Information and Decision Systems
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Chapter 1
Multiple Access Communication
1.1 Introduction
Next generation wireless networks are envisioned to support high data rates and mul-
timedia traffic using packet oriented transport. Data calls can arise from various
platform types having different mobility characteristics. Cellular communication sys-
tems are now being designed to support data transmission in addition to voice calls.
Thus, the integration of voice and data combines two types of services of very differ-
ent characteristics, one bursty and unscheduled, the other constant or variable rate
streams. Multimedia clients may operate in different modes - (1) streaming (e.g.,
voice/video only), (2) bursty data only, or (3) both. The design of efficient and ro-
bust wireless media access protocols and the evaluation of their performance are key
technical issues to be addressed for future wireless networks.
High capacity wireless networks can be realized by either assigning a single wide-
band channel or by using multiple narrow band channels. The latter approach is
necessary when contiguous wide bandwidth spectrum is not available or channeliza-
tion within a band is mandated. In a multichannel system, a user can transmit on
any of these channels during idle times between voice calls to transmit data calls.
This concept is based on different attributes of voice and data services. A delay of
voice service in cellular communication network of 100ms will be recognizable and
irritating to the user, but a small amount of delay for the data users is not crucial.
The future success of mobile communications depends on its ability to efficiently
accommodate integrated traffic and service a variety of applications and communi-
cation sources with different quality of service requirements. It is essential to use
efficient algorithms to support integrated services such that the Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements of the various types of applications are met.
9
Figure 1-1: Classification of Multiple Access Protocols
1.2 Multiple Access Communication
Multiple access communication involves the sharing of a communication channel be-
tween a multiplicity of users. A difficult problem arises when each user communicates
infrequently and sporadically, which is typical for bursty computer communications.
Multiple access protocols are channel allocation schemes that encompass desirable
performance characteristics. Multiple access protocols can be subdivided into fixed
access and random protocols. Figure 1-1 illustrates this classification [34). Fixed
access (or conflict-free) protocols ensure that whenever a transmission is made on
error-free channels, it will not be interfered by another transmission, and thus is suc-
cessful. Conflict-free transmission can be achieved by allocating the channel to the
users either statically or dynamically. Channel resources can be divided in terms of
time, frequency, or some combination of time and frequency. With Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA), the channel can be divided by providing the entire fre-
quency range (bandwidth) to a single user for a fraction of the time. With Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA), a fraction of the frequency range is given to ev-
ery user upon call set-up until transmission is over and the channel is relinquished.
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is another multiple access technique which
places all users on the same frequency spectrum at the same time. Each user is then
identified on the channel with a unique code.
A system employing random access (or contention) protocols allows users to access
the channel at any time. However, this can result in colliding transmissions where
the conflicts need to be resolved. As shown in Figure 1-1, contention protocols can be
categorized into two classes, repeated random protocols and random protocols with
reservation. Under random protocols with reservation, a user's initial transmission
10
uses a random access method to gain access to the channel. Subsequent transmissions
of that user are then scheduled until there is nothing more to send. Reservations are
further classified as implicit and explicit reservations. The implicit reservation scheme
does not use any reservation packets while a short reservation packet is used to request
transmission at scheduled times in explicit reservation schemes.
1.3 Fixed Access Protocols
Fixed access protocols are designed to ensure that a transmission, whenever made,
is not interfered by any other transmission and is therefore successful. Guaranteed
transmission is achieved by allocating resources to users without any overlap. An
important advantage of conflict-free access protocols is the ability to ensure fairness
among users and the ability to control the packet delay - a feature that may be
essential in real-time applications.
The two most well known protocols in this class are the Frequency Division Mul-
tiple Access (FDMA) in which a fraction of the frequency bandwidth is allocated to
every user all the time, and the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in which
the entire bandwidth is used by each user for a fraction of the time. In principle, no
overhead in the form of control messages is incurred in both the FDMA and TDMA
protocols. However, due to the static and fixed assignment, parts of the channel
resources might be idle even though some other users have data to transmit.
1.3.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access
With Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), the entire available capacity of a
channel C is subdivided into K frequency bands each with rate C to serve a single
user. Figure 1-2 illustrates the implementation of FDMA on a channel with equal
capacity subchannels. Note that if users have uneven long term demands, it is pos-
sible to divide the frequency range unevenly, i.e., proportional to the demands. The
main advantage of FDMA is its simplicity. It does not require any coordination or
synchronization among the users since each can use its own frequency band without
interference. This protocol, however, wastes channel resources especially when one
user is idle. Other users cannot utilized an idle user's share of the channel. For exam-
ple, if a user is using a communication system for bursty computer communications
at 1% duty cycle, the utility (efficiency) of the resources will be as low as 1%. An
additional disadvantage to the use of FDMA is the lack of flexibility or scalability
when it comes to adding additional users to the network.
11
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Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel K
Time
Figure 1-2: FDMA Channel Allocation
The expected delay for the transmission of a message using FDMA is
NL
XFDMA (1.1)
assuming a channel of capacity C [bits/sec], message length of L [bits], N users and
ignoring queueing delay, i.e. an increasing arrival rate of messages. By applying
queueing theory, we can include the queueing delay to determine the total expected
wait time. For simplicity, we will use a M/D/1 queue, assuming fixed-length messages,
Poisson message arrivals and an infinite user buffer. The expected service rate for
this case is a - F . We also assume that the users are given a predetermined
frequency and transmit their messages only on that channel. Subsequently, the total
expected transmission delay is
DFDMA
A 1
QM/D/1( KY )+ XFDMA+ 2 TPD
KXXFDMA
= X2 FDMA XFDMA+ 2TPD
2(1 - X FDMA)
AN 2L 2  NL
+ + 2T n.
C2(2 - 2^L) C (1.2)
where A is the total message arrival rate of N users and TPD is the propagation
delay. The propagation delay is defined as the time between the last transmitted bit
at the source and the time of the last received bit at the destination. The round-
12
AL
trip propagation delay is thus 2TPD. See Appendix A for more information about
queueing theory and the QM/D/1 formula.
1.3.2 Time Division Multiple Access
In Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), the time axis is divided into time slots,
pre-assigned to the different users. Each user is allowed to transmit freely during its
assigned slot. During the allotted time slot the entire system resources are devoted
to that user. The slot assignments follow a predetermined pattern that repeats itself
periodically; each such period is called a cycle or a frame, as shown in Figure 1-3.
Thus each frame consists of a sequence of slots: slot 1, slot 2, ..., slot N. A user
occupies every Nth slot. The first user occupies slot 1, N + 1, 2N + 1, ...; the second
user occupies slots 2, N + 2, 2N + 2, ...; and so on.
To calculate the expected delay of sending a message using TDMA, we begin by
assuming that each user has messages of length L [bits] to send on a channel with
capacity C [bits/sec]. Messages are divided into packets of length l, [bits]. A ceiling
function is used to ensure that enough packets are used to transmit the entire message.
Within a frame of length Tf = NT [sec], a slot of duration T = P [sec] is given to
each user. Thus, the expected transmission time for a single user to send a message
of length L [bits] is
XTDMA (I -1)Tf +T. (1-3)
1P
Taking queueing delay into account, we can determine the total expected wait
time for transmitting a message. For simplicity, we will use a M/D/1 queue, assuming
fixed-length messages, Poisson message arrivals and an infinite user buffer. With an
assumption of fixed-length messages, Poisson message arrivals and an infinite use
buffer, we can model this case with a M/D/1 queue. The expected service rate for
Tf = NT
Frame' Frame-
Users Users
... 1 21 31 4 1... N 1 1 2 31 4 1... N ..
N Time Slots Time
Figure 1-3: TDMA Channel Allocation
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this case is P - 1. Subsequently, the total expected transmission delay is
DTDMA -TfM 1
DTDMA QM/D/1 (A, ) XTDMA + 2TPD2 XTDMA
NT AX 2TDMA + X
= + + TDMA +2TPD
2 2(1 - AXTDMA)
FA11]-)Np
Nli A( L C 1 _)2 (F-1)Nlp 1
+ - + + + - + 2TPD, (1-4)2 (FA1--1)Np C C2-2A( 'PC + )
where A is the total message arrival rate of N users and TPD is the propagation delay.
The ?1 term is the expected amount of time it takes to reach the allotted time slot.
The round-trip propagation delay is denoted as 2TPD.
1.4 Code Division Multiple Access
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) places all users onto the same frequency
spectrum at the same time, as shown in Figure 1-4. Each user is identified on the
channel with a unique code. This code is used at the transmitting site to encode the
traffic and it may also be used to spread it across the frequency spectrum. At the
receiver, the code is used to extract the user's data.
In concept, CDMA is intended to provide more capacity than FDMA or TDMA as
well as allow a graceful degradation of the channel performance as more users enter a
cell and use the spectrum. In actual practice, CDMA is quite complex and some of the
concepts, while attractive on paper, are difficult to implement. Without closed-form
equations for analysis, CDMA access is not further discussed in this thesis.
1.5 Random Access Protocols
An alternative approach to the use of static allocation schemes described above is the
use of dynamic allocations based on user demand. Users can make reservations that
announce their intent to transmit. Reservation schemes can be implemented with
the use of either time division multiplexing (or round-robin ordering) to make the
reservations for channel use or collision resolution to resolve conflicts that arise when
users transmit requests at the same time.
Contention (random access) schemes differ from conflict-free (fixed access) schemes
14
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Time
Figure 1-4: CDMA Channel Allocation
in principle since a transmission from a user is not guaranteed to be successful. To
guarantee that all messages are eventually transmitted successfully, the protocol must
dictate a way to resolve conflicts once they occur. Another difference between con-
tention schemes and conflict-free schemes is the handling of idle users. We have noted
in the previous sections that idle users consume a portion of the channel resources
when using fixed access protocols. This wastefulness becomes impractical when there
is a large number of potential users in the system. In contrast, idle users do not
transmit when using contention schemes and thus do not consume any portion of
the channel resources. With bursty users, if the probability of interference is small,
taking the chance of having to resolve the interference compensates for the resources
that have to be expanded to ensure freedom of conflicts.
1.5.1 ALOHA
The pure ALOHA system was proposed at the University of Hawaii in 1970 [1]. It
provided radio communication between a central computer and various data termi-
nals. Unslotted ALOHA is the most uncoordinated protocol. Users are allowed to
send packets whenever they have anything to transmit, regardless of what other users
may be doing. It is then assumed that a user can learn whether the packet has been
successfully received at its destination. There are two ways the sender can learn this:
(1) if all users are able to observe all transmissions, the sender can determine whether
its packet has collided with any others; (2) an acknowledgment packet can be sent
15
All channels share bandwidth
and a code is used for channel ID
No
back from the destination. A unsuccessful packet needs to be retransmitted. In order
to avoid re-collision, the two colliders must each wait a random amount of time before
retransmitting.
To develop the mathematics associated with the pure ALOHA random access pro-
tocol, we begin by assuming that the number of packets generated and retransmitted
in the network are Poisson distributed, with a mean generation rate of A packets per
second. Every packet will have the same fixed duration of T [sec], where T - C.
Subsequently, the mean offered channel traffic G in packets per time slot is
G =TA. (1.5)
The probability that n packets are generated is given by
Pr [n, t] = G e-_Gt(16
n!
A newly arrived packet is transmitted immediately. Our assumptions include an
infinite number of users and memoryless packet generation per user. If a packet needs
to be retransmitted, we assume it goes back into the pool of potential arrivals, so that
the class of new packets and retransmitted packets still obey a Poisson distribution.
We are aware that this assumption does not clearly reflect the dynamics or variations
in retransmission rate. An individual user's packets actually tend to arrive in bursts.
Even though our assumptions are not realistic, they are used to make the analysis
simpler.
Consider a packet (new or old) scheduled for transmission at some time t as
shown in Figure 1-5. This packet will be successful if no other packet is scheduled for
transmission in the interval (t - T, t + T). This period of duration 2T is called the
vulnerable period. The probability of success PSUCC, is the probability that no packet
is scheduled in an interval of length 2T. Since the scheduling points correspond to a
Poisson process, for a newly generated packet, we have
PSUCC = Pr[n=0,t=2]
e 2G (1.7)
Since the mean offered channel traffic in packets per time slot is G, the rate of
successfully transmitted packets is
S = GPsUce
- Ge- 2G (1.8)
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Figure 1-5: Packet Timing for Pure ALOHA
where S indicates throughput. From Equation 1.8, we can see that the maximum
achievable throughput is
1
Smax = - 0.184. (1.9)2e
The low throughput is the price we pay for a simple protocol that allows for
superior delay performance when traffic is light. To calculate the expected packet
delay, we need to consider three factors: transmission delay T, delay due to collisions,
and the round-trip propagation delay 2TPD. Although the transmission time and
the propagation delays are fixed, delays due to collisions may vary depending on the
resolution scheme. In our case, a user must wait a random uniformly distributed delay
U([0, H]) before retransmitting. From the analysis expressed in [13], the expected
number of required retries r is
E[r] ~ e2G - 1 (1.10)
with an expected delay Tc per collision of
E[Tc] =(H + 1) + 2TPD for H > 1. (1.11)2
The total expected delay for the successful transmission of a newly generation packet
therefore is
DALOHA = T + E[r]E[Tc] + 2TPD
= -- + [e2G _ + 1)lp + 2TPD + 2TPD for H > 1, (1.12)
C 2C
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wherer = T .
A plot of the pure ALOHA protocol in terms of its throughput S versus the offered
load G is shown in Figure 1-6. Under light traffic conditions, we can see that ALOHA
communication is very attractive. In most cases, a sender gains immediate use of the
full data-carrying capacity of the channel. However, under heavy traffic conditions,
the attainable efficiency is pretty low and there are potential instability problems. If
the offered load increases beyond the value of Smr = ;, the system will continue to
drift into higher load and lower throughput, as seen in the figure.
1.5.2 Slotted ALOHA
Slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA) introduces one degree of coordination to the pure ALOHA
scheme in that the channel is divided into time slots and all packets are sent entirely
within a slot. This time synchronization is to improve the poor performance of pure
ALOHA by reducing packet collisions. By restricting a user to transmit at the be-
ginning of the next time slot, if a collision occurs, there is no partial overlap of the
colliding packets. Since packets completely overlap, the vulnerable period for the
probability of a packet transmission is T.
To begin our analysis of the S-ALOHA protocol, packets are presumed to be
generated by the infinite set of all users at a total finite rate of G packets per time
slot. The number of arrivals in a slot is assumed to obey a Poisson distribution
G"G
P [n]= -G_
n !
A newly arrived packet is transmitted in the first available slot. By assuming an
infinite number of users and memoryless packet generation per user, we do not have
to worry about a particular user having two packets to send at the same time because
the probability that a newly generated packet belongs to one of the finite set of busy
users goes to zero. If a packet needs to be retransmitted, we assume it goes back
into the pool of potential arrivals, so that the class of new packets and retransmitted
packets still obeys a Poisson distribution. We are aware that this assumption does
not clearly reflect the dynamics or variations in retransmission rate. An individual
user's packets actually tend to arrive in bursts. Even though our assumptions are not
realistic, they are used to make the analysis simpler.
Let G be the total Poisson arrival rate of new packets plus retransmitted packets
per time slot. There is a successful transmission in a slot if and only if exactly one
transmission occurs. Let S be the fraction of successful slots, also known as the
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throughput per slot
S = Ge-G, (1.14)
which has a maximum achievable throughput of
1
Smax - ~ 0.368. (1.15)
A plot of the S-ALOHA protocol in terms of its throughput S versus the offered load
G is shown in comparison to the pure ALOHA protocol in Figure 1-6. Notice that
S-ALOHA shows an improvement in throughput but still suffers from instability.
The expected transmission time experienced per newly generated packet for S-
ALOHA follows directly from the development for pure ALOHA. The new expected
number of retransmission for S-ALOHA is
E[r] ~ eG - 1. (1.16)
The expected delay Tc per collision must now also consider an additional expected
delay of waiting for the next available time slot, as shown by
r (H + 1)TE [Tc =-+ + 2TPD2 2
(H 2)T + 2TPD for H >> 1. (1.17)
2
The average time to gain access to a slot is an additional 1 and then its transmission
time is T with a round-trip propagation delay of 2TPD. By summing all three main
delay components, the total expected delay for a newly generated packet with S-
ALOHA is thus
DS-ALOHA - + T + E[r]E[Tc] + 2 TPD2
31 + (H + 2)T
2C 2 + [ 2TPD] + 2TPD for H > 1, (1.18)
where T = P. The term 1 indicates the expected amount of time to access a slotC 2
while the term T is the slot transmission time.
1.6 Multichannel Systems
Under certain implementation scenarios, the multichannel approach can prove to pro-
vide advantages over single channel systems, both in terms of throughput and delay
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performances, and from the viewpoint of reliability and system management. Multi-
channel local area networks (LAN) have been simulated in [24] and [25] with CSMA
and CSMA/CD protocols. With carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), a packet is
not allowed to transmit if the channel is sense to be busy. If two users star to trans-
mit almost simultaneously, they will shortly detect a collision in process and both
cease transmitting. This technique is called CSMA/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD).
Multichannel LAN's with nonpersistent CSMA/CD protocols can provide significant
advantages in terms of the average packet delay and enormous gains in the packet
delay variance with respect to the case of a single channel LAN for equal total data
rate. The availability of several parallel channels allows for rescheduling delays much
shorter than in single channel LAN's to be used, due to the possibility of separating
retransmission attempts by transmitting over different channels. Remarkable per-
formance improvements can be obtained when transmitting multipacket messages, if
parallel transmission are allowed; when the average number of packets per message is
not smaller than the number of channels, the average and variance of the message de-
lay obtained with the multichannel option monotonically decreases for an increasing
number of channels.
Multichannel systems of the same bandwidth can offer cost reduction, high relia-
bility, fault tolerance, flexibility, and scalability. The subdivision of the channel into
lower speed channels allows the use of simple technologies in the design of network
interfaces, thus reducing the cost of implementing multichannel systems. The modu-
lar structure of multichannel systems allow for gradual growth with the addition of
new channels depending on load demands, thereby extending the useful life of these
systems. Existing networks can be upgraded with the addition of new equipment in-
stead of replacing the entire system. High reliability and fault tolerance are achieved
using multichannel systems due to the redundant system architecture. When a sta-
tion transmits unsuccessfully due to a faulty channel, the problem can be solved if
the next(re)transmission occurs on another channel.
1.7 Evaluation Metrics
There are many issues that must be considered with multiple access techniques, in-
cluding: (1) throughput - the percentage of the capacity used to successfully transmit
data over the channel, (2) delay - the time it takes for a packet to successfully reach
the intended receiver, and (3) stability - i.e., whether an increasing number of users
are attempting to access the channel but a decreasing number are actually succeeding.
A system is kth order stable if the first k moments of the delay of a randomly chosen
packet are finite. For queueing systems, stability is defined as the requirement that
under steady state, the average total delay is finite [40].
It should be clear that a desirable multiaccessing system is one that is at least first-
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order stable, has high average throughput, and has low accessing delay. The following
subsections briefly describe issues of delay, throughput, queue length, capacity, and
loss probability.
1.7.1 Delay
The average total delay per packet is defined as the sum of the average waiting time
in the buffer and the average time spent from the first attempted transmission to
the final successful one [40]. It is normally not possible to reduce the transmission
time of a packet. There are additional sources of delay, such as queueing time or
communications scheduling, that contribute to the overall delay, which we try to
minimize. While delay depends on the parameters of the system and the distribution
of traffic, we can manipulate some of these system parameters to reduce the overall
delay incurred by the traffic. Evaluation of the mean delay, or waiting time, is often
through plotting it as a function of traffic intensity, throughput, and offered load.
The units of delay are usually normalized with respect to the ideal capacity.
1.7.2 Throughput
Throughput is defined as the amount of traffic that is successfully transmitted to
its intended destination. The throughput is equivalent to the offered load, which is
the amount of traffic actually transmitted, under the ideal situation of an error free
channel. The maximum throughput is the same as the system capacity when there
is no waste in the system.
1.7.3 Queue Length
The queue length is another important parameter to evaluate. Queues in a network
will form at points of congestion given that there are waiting facilities within the
communication system. The required length of a buffer can be estimated if the mean
queue length can be predicted. Of course, the true nature of traffic is unpredictable
and may vary from the mean. Still, the queue length is parameter of interest that
could affect other system parameters.
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1.7.4 Capacity
The capacity is defined as a measure for the amount of traffic that the system or
communication link can handle.
1.7.5 Loss Probability
Loss probability is defined as the chance that traffic is lost. The loss of traffic can
result from packet collisions, packets arrive at a full buffer, or packets arriving at a
system with no buffer.
1.8 Introduction to the Following Chapters
The topic of multiple access communication has been introduced in the previous
sections. We have described two fundamental classes of multiplexing techniques.
Fixed access protocols allow a user's transmission on the communication channel to
be isolated from all other users while random access protocols allow many users to
contend for access with a possibility of packet collisions. Random access techniques
also allow for the efficient transmission of messages from bursty sources, typical of
data communications. However, fixed access techniques offer high capacity utilization.
We use the topics introduced in this chapter to develop architectures with the
benefits of fixed access and random access techniques. This is in response to the need
to use efficient transmission techniques to expand both present and future wireless
communication networks. We will analyze the performance of many uplink archi-
tectures in Chapter 2. We are particularly interested in evaluating various multiple
access techniques by plotting the average delay versus throughput. While the system
parameters have been designed to focus on wireless networks, the analysis that is
developed is applicable to many other communication systems.
In Chapter 3, we look at prioritization and distribution of channel capacity for
different classes of users. We examine traditional priority schemes for multiple classes
of users. We develop methodology for optimizing the distribution of channel capacity
given to each user class based on certain time metrics and system constraints. Fi-
nally, in Chapter 4, we provide more conclusions and insights as to the architectural
considerations when designing future multichannel communication systems.
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Chapter 2
Large Message Transmissions
2.1 Introduction
System architecture design, evaluation, and optimization are key issues to developing
communication systems that meet the requirements of today and expectations of the
future. The design of next-generation communication systems, influenced by present-
day systems, need to consider future communication services. The future of wireless
promises to provide an enormous range of mobile services to users via a range of mobile
terminals that enable the use of the cellular telephone in almost any location, indoor
or outdoor. Third-generation mobile communication systems are being designed to
support a large variety of services, most of which are not known yet. The air interface
must be able to handle variable and asymmetric bit rates, up to 2 Mbps, with different
quality of service requirements (bit error probability and delay) such as multimedia
services with bandwidth on demand [34]. Effective packet access protocols are also
needed to cope with bursty real time and non-real time data.
In this chapter, we will evaluate the performance of several uplink architectures
for a wireless communication system'. We will consider traditional protocols such as
TDMA and S-ALOHA alongside a channelized architecture, where the total chan-
nel capacity is divided into a fixed number of equal-capacity subchannels. We will
develop the overall delay for sending large messages of a fixed length arriving from
bursty sources, a typical scenario of users needing to send large files to a destina-
tion. This scenario is typical of a user needing to send a large file. We will make
real-world parameter assumptions in the context of wireless networks and analyze the
performance to develop intuition about the effectiveness of the different architectures.
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'This chapter is based on work in [16].
2.2 Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we describe two scheduling algorithms, namely First-Come First-Serve
and Round Robin. Our objective is to find a scheduling algorithm that exhibits good
delay performance for fixed-sized messages. The majority of scheduling algorithms
consider messages based on message characteristics such as length, the amount of time
that the message has been in the system, and the amount of service so far received
by the message. With static scheduling, message priority does not change with time.
Dynamic scheduling algorithms however can change a message's priority valued based
on the amount of time that the message has spent in the system or the amount of
service already received by the message. Additionally, scheduling algorithms can be
non-preemptive or preemptive, where message transmissions can be interrupted by
messages of higher priority.
2.2.1 First-Come First-Serve
A simple non-preemptive static scheduling algorithm is the first-come first-serve
(FCFS) algorithm. Messages are served in order of arrival. This simple algorithm
has the shortcoming of being unfair to short messages, but we need not worry about
the fairness issue in this chapter as we are studying fixed-length messages. FCFS
can be simply modeled with queueing systems described in Appendix A. The average
message delay for a system using FCFS scheduling with fixed-length messages, i.e.,
M/D/1 queueing system, given in closed-form is
AX2_
DFCFS 2 + X, (2.1)
2(1l-p)
where X is the message service time (e.g., transmission time), A is the message arrival
rate and p is the channel utilization. Channel utilization is defined as
p - (2.2)
where p is the service rate. Recall that the service rate is defined as the inverse
of the service time. The service time is the length of the packet in bits divided by
the transmission bit rate, X =L. For fixed service times, X2 = X 2. EquationC2
2.1 therefore describes the average message delay in terms of the first and second
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moments of the message transmission times and can be rewritten as
AX2
DFCFS = -p)+ X
A L2  L
= L + -. (2.3)
C2(2 - 2'X) C
The significant observation to be made in this case is that FCFS offers no fairness or
discrimination among jobs on the basis of their required service time X.
2.2.2 Round Robin
A round robin algorithm can overcome the shortcoming of FCFS. In this scheme,
messages are generally divided into smaller packet sizes and are served one packet
at a time in a round-robin fashion, rotating among the messages. Short messages
no longer need to wait for the complete transmission of a long message. However,
round robin scheduling can result in large delays when there are many messages in
the system. The average message delay for round robin scheduling can be described
in the closed-form
X -
DRR = +X
L L
C(2 - 2+) + C'
where X is the message transmission time and p is the channel utilization. The
fairness of round robin scheduling can be immediately seen from Equation 2.4. A
job twice as long will spend on the average twice as long in the system, thus the
discrimination is linear. For more information about the properties of round-robin
scheduling, refer to [20]. Since we will be addressing fixed-length message transfers,
round robin scheduling will not be further discussed.
2.3 System Model
Evaluating throughput performance and time delay is important to designing the
proper network architecture for different communication scenarios. In this section we
will study several wireless multichannel systems with different access protocols. We
will compare these systems to their single channel system counterparts. We develop
mathematical models that describe the overall delay for sending large messages of
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a fixed length arriving from bursty sources and analyze their performances. We
will make real-world parameter assumptions in the context of wireless networks and
analyze the performance to develop intuition about the effectiveness of the different
architectures.
2.3.1 Message Arrival Model
To begin our analysis, messages are presumed to be generated by an infinite set of
users at a composite finite rate of A packets per time slots. Messages are assumed to
be a fixed length of L [bits]. If the user population is finite, the binomial arrival model
would be used. However, the results would approach those of the Poisson model for
a large set of users [35].
2.4 Architecture and Delay Models
We will develop equations for
uplink architectures. Denote
average delays for transmitting messages on six different
A = Message arrival rate
N = Number of users in system
Tf = Frame length
L
X = Message service time =
TPD = Propagation delay
Table 2.1 lists the section reference to each of the six different uplink architectures.
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Architecture Model Section
Fixed Access
TDMA 1 Channel 2.4.1.1
TDMA 10 Channels 2.4.1.2
Random Access
S-ALOHA 1 Channel 2.4.2.1
S-ALOHA 10 Channels Case 1 2.4.2.2
S-ALOHA 10 Channels Case 2 2.4.2.3
Channelized Architecture
TDMA Reservation + 9 Channels 2.4.3.1.1
TDMA Reservation + 1 Channel 2.4.3.1.2
S-ALOHA Reservation + 9 Channels 2.4.3.2.1
S-ALOHA Reservation + 1 Channel 2.4.3.2.2
Table 2.1: Uplink Architectures
2.4.1 Fixed Access
2.4.1.1 TDMA 1 Channel
This system implements the TDMA for all users on a single channel with total
capacity C [bits/sec]. With a total channel capacity of C [bits/sec], and a large
message of L [bits] and packet size l, = L [bits], the overall expected transmission
delay becomes
TTDMACase 1
Tf 1
2 + QM/D/1(A, ) + XTDMA+ 2TPD2 XTDMA
1NL AL2  L
= 2 C+ 2 a + L + 2TPD.2 C C(2 - 2AL) )
2.4.1.2 TDMA 10 Channels
This system implements the TDMA for all users on a multichannel system. Each
of the K channels has equal capacity of c [bits/sec]. The user population is divided
into K equally sized groups with each group accessing one channel. The transmission
time of the message on a data channel thus becomes
(2.6)LKXTDMA,Case2 -L
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(2.5)
With a total channel capacity of C [bits/sec], and a large message of L bits and packet
size l = L, the overall expected transmission delay becomes
TT D MACase2
Tf 1 1
2 + QMI~lk (A, XTDMA,Case2 X2TDMA,Case2I K) + XTDMA,Case2 + 2TPD
AKX2 (X)K-1
2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(Kl1 (AX)K + (AX)Kn=0 n! (K-1)!(K-AX))
LK
+F + 2TPD-C
(2.7)
2.4.2 Random Access
2.4.2.1 S-ALOHA 1 Channel
This system implements the S-ALOHA protocol for all users on a single channel with
total capacity C [bits/sec]. As in Section 1.5.2, assuming an infinite user population
with a total channel capacity of C [bits/sec], and a large message of L [bits] and
packet size 1, = L [bits], the overall expected transmission delay is
7
TS-ALOHACase 1  - + T + E[r]E[Tc] + 2TPD2
3 1P + e ]( H + 2)73, +H[eG-1+ 2TPD+ 2TPDfor H > 1, (2.8)
2 C 2
where T = 1.
2.4.2.2 S-ALOHA 10 Channels Case 1
This system implements the S-ALOHA protocol for all users on a multichannel sys-
tem. Each of the K channels has equal capacity of i [bits/sec]. The user population
is divided into K equally sized groups with each group accessing one channel. With
a total channel capacity of C [bits/sec], and a large message of L [bits] and packet
size 1, = L [bits], the overall expected transmission delay becomes
TS-ALOHACase2 =
T
- -rT-+ E[r]E[Tc] + 2TpD2
3 Kl (H + 2)T
20 + [eG - 2 2TPD] + 2TPD for H > 1, (2.9)
where T = K .C5
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1 NLK
= - +20C
2.4.2.3 S-ALOHA 10 Channels Case 2
This system implements the S-ALOHA protocol for all users on a multichannel
system. Each of the K channels has equal capacity of R [bits/sec]. Every user
and for every packet transmission (or retransmission) selects randomly, uniformly,
and independently of the past the channel over which this specific packet is to be
transmitted. Both the S-ALOHA 10 Channel cases yield the same average delay
since the message arrival processes are Poisson. In order to understand this, see
Appendix B.1. For valid comparisons with TDMA 10 Channels, we only evaluate
S-ALOHA 10 Channels Case 1.
2.4.3 Channelized Uplink
The channelized uplink architecture offers channel resources to multiple users by first
dividing the transmission medium into K equal-capacity channels. These channels
can then be assigned to users on a need basis, i.e. demand assignment. One channel
is designated as the reservation channel. The remaining channel resources, used
for transmitting data, are given to the users in a FCFS discipline upon availability.
Access to the data channels is controlled by the scheduler. The reservation channel,
on the other hand, can use any multiple access scheme. We will focus on TDMA and
S-ALOHA techniques for the reservation channel.
2.4.3.1 Fixed Access Reservation
We assume a multichannel system with K equal capacity channels of j [bits/sec].
One of these channels is dedicated for reservation packets while the remaining channel
resources are used for transmitting data messages. This system used a fixed access
protocol such as TDMA on the reservation channel, where each user is assigned a time
slot in a reservation frame. We assume that there are N users, each user's reservation
packet is of length i, [bits] and the channel capacity of the reservation channel is
C, = C [bits/sec]. The channel is assumed to be error free. A user who wants access
to the data channels must first send a reservation packet within his given time slot.
The expected setup time for sending the reservation packet is thus
C
DSU,TDMA(A, 1r, N, C) = DTDMA(A 1, N' K
1 NKlr AK 2 ()2 Kir
K- + + 2TPD- (2.10)2 C C2{2-2 ) C
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2.4.3.1.1 TDMA Reservation + 9 Channels
This system implements the channelized uplink architecture with the TDMA protocol
for accessing the reservation channel. In this case, we assume that there are K = 10
equal capacity subchannels. Since one channel is used for reservation messages, there
are K - 1 = 9 data channels remaining, each with capacity L [bits/sec]. Access to
these data channels is controlled by the scheduler and the earliest available channel is
given to the users in a FCFS discipline. The transmission time of the actual message,
once the queue is available is simply
- LK
XTDMA,FCFSCase1 - L (2.11)
The service time is the length of the packet in bits divided by the transmission bit
rate. When the packet length is random, the service time is also random. If the
packets are a fixed length, then the service time is deterministic. Thus, the expected
wait for an available channel appears as an M/D/k queue with (K - 1) channels each
operating at C [bits/sec] to handle message arrivals of rate A.
By combining the appropriate elements described above, the overall expected
message delay for either reservation discipline is
1
TTDMA,FCFScase1 = DSU,TDMA + QM/D/k(A, , 1 7 K - 1)
XTDM AFCFScase1
+XTDMA,FCFScase1 + 2TPD
1 N Klr AK 2 (l,)2 Kir
2- + + + 2TPD2 C C2(2 - 2A-?) C
+FA KX2(X)K-1
2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(ZK-1 (AX) ( -A )n n! +(K-1)!(K-AY))
L K
+ c+ 2TPD- (2.12)C
2.4.3.1.2 TDMA Reservation + 1 Channel
In this case, we use a subchannel of capacity C [bits/sec], where K - 10, for trans-
mitting reservation messages. The remaining capacity of K1C [bits/sec] is used as
one subchannel for data transmission. Access to the data channel is controlled by the
scheduler and given to the users in a FCFS discipline. The transmission time of the
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message on the data channel is
LK
XTDMA,FCFSCase2 -(K - 1)C (2.13)
The service time is the length of the packet in bits divided by the transmission bit
rate. When the packet length is random, the service time is also random. If the
packets are a fixed length, then the service time is deterministic. Thus, the expected
wait for an available channel appears as an M/D/1 queue with 1 channel operating
Kat Aj C [bits/sec] to handle message arrivals of rate A.
By combining the appropriate elements described above, the overall expected
message delay for either reservation discipline is
1
TTDMA,FCFSCase2 = DSU,TDMA + QM/D/1(A X CI
X TDM A,FCFScaseP2
+XTDMA,FCFSCae 2 + 2TPD
1 NKl, AK 2 (1r)2 Ki
2 C C2(2- 2AK) C
AL 2 K 2  LK
(K - 1)2 C 2 (2 - 2(K-C) (K - 1)C
2.4.3.2 Random Access Reservation
Packet contention in the reservation channel can be seen with the implementation of
a random access protocol. As seen in the previous chapter, S-ALOHA has superior
performance compared to pure ALOHA. Thus, we will continue our analysis consider-
ing only S-ALOHA as the random access protocol. We assume a multichannel system
with K equal capacity channels of ( [bits/sec]. Again we assume that the channels
are error-free. One of these channels is dedicated for reservation packets while the
remaining channel resources are used for transmitting data messages. After sending
a reservation packet, users gain access to a data channel on a FCFS basis.
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The random access reservation with S-ALOHA has an expected setup time of
DSU,S-ALOHA(lr,C, K,G) = TS-ALOHA(lrC, K,G)
= -+F+ E[r]E[Tc]+ 2TPD2
3Kl +(H +2)Kr
~ Kl' +[eG [C + 2TPD]+ 2TPD,2C 2
(2.15)
where T = . Unlike using a fixed access scheme on the reservation channel, a user
using random access may need to resend its reservation packet if packet collisions
occur.
2.4.3.2.1 S-ALOHA Reservation + 9 Channels
This system implements the channelized uplink architecture with the S-ALOHA pro-
tocol for accessing the reservation channel. We assume a multichannel system with
K equal capacity channels of C [bits/sec], where K = 10. One of these channels is
dedicated for reservation packets while the other nine are used for transmitting data
messages. After sending a reservation packet, users gain access to a data channel on a
FCFS basis. The transmission time of the actual message, once the queue is available
is simply
LK (.6
XS-ALOHA,FCFSCase1 - c2-16)
The service time is the length of the packet in bits divided by the transmission bit
rate. When the packet length is random, the service time is also random. If the
packets are a fixed length, then the service time is deterministic. Thus, the expected
wait for an available channel appears as an M/D/k queue with (K - 1) channels each
operating at K [bits/sec] to handle message arrivals of rate A.
By combining the appropriate elements described above, the overall expected
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message delay for either reservation discipline is
TS-ALOHA,FCFSCase1 DSU,S-ALOHA + QM/D/k (A, , A K - 1)
X S-ALO HA,FCFSCase1l
-XS-ALOHA,FCFScase1 + 2TPD
3Klr (H + 2) K T +
+[eG _ C 2TPDI 2 TPD2C 2
+ AKX2 (X)K-1
2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(ZKl (A\)- + (AY)
LK
+ + 2TPD- (2.17)
2.4.3.2.2 S-ALOHA Reservation + 1 Channel
In this case, we use a subchannel of capacity ! [bits/sec], where K = 10, for trans-
mitting reservation messages. The remaining capacity of K C [bits/sec] is used as
one subchannel for data transmission. Access to the data channel is controlled by the
scheduler and given to the users in a FCFS discipline. The transmission time of the
actual message, once the queue is available is simply
XS-ALOHA,FCFSase 2  K LK (2.18)(K -1)C'
The service time is the length of the packet in bits divided by the transmission bit rate.
When the packet length is random, the service time is also random. If the packets
are a fixed length, then the service time is deterministic. Thus, the expected wait for
an available channel appears as an M/D/1 queue with 1 channel each operating at
K- C [bits/sec] to handle message arrivals of rate A.
By combining the appropriate elements described above, the overall expected
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message delay for either reservation discipline is
TS-ALOHA,FCFSCase 2 = DSU,S-ALOHA + QM/D/k (A, ,I S I K - 1)X S-ALO HA,FCFScase,2
+XS-ALOHA,FCFScase2 + 2TPD
3Kl (H + 2)^'"
~ C +[eG - 2 + 2TPD]+ 2TPD2C 2
+ AL2 K 2  LK + 2TPD-(K - 1)2C2(2 - 2(1C + (K - 1)C (2.19)
2.5 Analysis
2.5.1 Model Parameters
Now that we have developed the analytical expressions of several system models, it
is necessary to evaluate these uplink architectures with a few examples of message
delay performance. We will make real-world parameter assumptions in the context
of wireless networks. Table 2.2 lists the parameters used in our model.
Table 2.2: Model Parameters for Evaluating Large Message Transfer Performance.
2.5.1.1 Reservation Packet Length (1.)
We assume that the length of the reservation packet, ir is 1000 [bits]. Similar to
the Internet Protocol (IP) header packet, the reservation packet contains source and
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Parameter Description Units
A Composite message arrival time [msgs/sec]
K Number of channels [channels]
N Number of users in system [users]
Tf Frame length [sec]
C Total uplink channel capacity [bits/sec]
Ir Reservation request packet length [bits]
L Message length [bits]
l, Packet length [bits]
TPD Propagation delay [sec]
destination addresses, data size, and even message priority.
2.5.1.2 Message Length (L)
We assume that the transmitted data are fixed-length messages with a size of 1 [Mb].
2.5.1.3 Packet Length (l,)
Large messages may be divided into smaller packets for transmission. To simplify our
analysis, we consider the transmission of one large message. Thus, the packet length
l, is equal to the entire message of L [bits].
2.5.1.4 Propagation Delay (TpD)
The propagation delay, TPD, is set to 5 [psec], thus the round-trip propagation delay
is 10 [psec]. This propagation delay is typical for distances of 1.5 [km] in wireless
local area network (LAN) systems.
2.5.1.5 Channelized Architecture Configuration
In our analysis, we will divide the total channel capacity evenly into K = 10 sub-
channels. One channel is designated for reservation packets. The remaining channel
resources are used for data transmissions. We will analyze two different scenarios. In
Case 1, we have 9 channels, each of capacity 6 [bits/sec] available for data trans-
mission. In Case 2, we have 1 channel with capacity IC [bits/sec] available for data
transmission.
2.5.2 Delay Performance Figures
Since we have defined the auxiliary parameters of our model with values typical of
wireless communication systems, we must consider the remaining parameters of total
uplink capacity, user population, and message arrival rate. The values we will use
are summarized in Table 2.3. Note that we specify the user population in all cases.
This is only necessary for the fixed access schemes. Our mathematical models for the
random access schemes assume an infinite population.
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Capacity (C [bits/sec]) Users (N) I Amax [msgs/sec] Figure
10k 10 0.01 2-1
100k 100 0.1 2-2
iM 1000 1 2-3
10k 10 0.01 2-4
100k 100 0.1 2-5
iM 1000 1 2-6
10k 10 0.01 2-7
100k 100 0.1 2-8
iM 1000 1 2-9
Table 2.3: Table of Large Message Transmissions Performance Figures.
In the following delay performance plots, the relationship between utilization p
and message arrival rate A is defined as
L
C. (2.20)
where L is the message length and C is the total channel capacity.
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Figure 2-1: Performance Analysis 1.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 10, C = 10 [kbits/sec] with 0 < A < 0.01 [msgs/sec]
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Figure 2-2: Performance Analysis 2.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 100, C = 10 [kbits/sec] with 0 < A < 0.01 [msgs/sec]
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Figure 2-5: Performance Analysis 5.
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Figure 2-6: Performance Analysis 6.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 1000, C = 100 [kbits/sec] with 0 < A < 0.1 [msgs/sec]
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Figure 2-8: Performance Analysis 8.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 100, C = 1 [Mbits/sec] with 0 < A < 1 [msgs/sec]
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2.6 Interpretation of Results
We will summarize the results that can be observed by studying the delay performance
charts and comparing the various uplink architectures.
2.6.1 Fixed Access
TDMA results in the best capacity utilization under high traffic conditions. TDMA
however wastes channel resources when traffic is low. When users are idle, their time
slots are unused. The TDMA techniques shown, (a) and (b), generally have greater
expected delays than any of the channelized architectures, (e)-(h). The difference is
at least one order of magnitude.
2.6.1.1 TDMA 1 Channel
1 NL AL2  L
TT DMcase1 - I L+AL + L+ 2TPD2 C C 2 (2 - 2X) C
3 L A L2
= + AL2_+ 2TPD - (2-21)2 C C2(2 - 2p)
where p = AL. Equation 2.21 is valid for AL < C. The delay performance plots show
that there is an vertical asymptote of p = 1. When the arrival rate of messages
A is very small, the delay due to queueing is insignificant. As AL approaches C, the
queuing delay dominates the other delay components in the equation.
2.6.1.2 TDMA 10 Channels
1 NLK AKX2(X)K-1
TTDMAcase2  2 C 2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(1K- (AX)n + (AX)K
n=0 n! (K-1)!(K-AX))
L K
+ + 2 TPD-
C
This case has the same characteristics as seen with TDMA 1 Channel. However, the
average delay of a message transfer has increased since the channel capacity has been
reduced thus increasing the service time by a factor of K.
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2.6.2 Random Access
Contrast to TDMA, S-ALOHA results in the best expected delay performance under
light traffic conditions. Since there are no fixed slots for users, S-ALOHA is a better
technique for coping with traffic from bursty sources. However S-ALOHA systems
suffer from instability and has a maximum achievable utilization of I.
e
2.6.2.1 S-ALOHA 1 Channel
3 ip (H_+_2)r
TS-ALOHACe 1  3 + [e - 1][(H + 2)T + 2TpD]+ 2TPD for H > 1.2 C 2
Utilization reaches a maximum value of - which is the maximum throughput of the
S-ALOHA protocol.
2.6.2.2 S-ALOHA 10 Channels
'3 K1P + e ]( H + 2)-F
TS-ALOHAcase 2  [G --~ H - 2TPDI+ 2TPD for H 1.2 C 2
This case has the same characteristics as with S-ALOHA 1 Channel. However, the
average delay of a message transfer has increased since the channel capacity has been
reduced thus increasing the service time by a factor of K.
2.6.3 Channelized Architecture
2.6.3.1 Fixed Access Reservation
The expected delays of the channelized architectures asymptotically reach 90% utiliza-
tion which is consistent with our intuition and our mathematical models which state
that 10% of channel resources are allocated for reservation packets with the remaining
90% allocated for data transmissions. Also note that the channelized architectures,
(e) and (g), result in a constant expected delay for values up to approximately 70%
channel utilization.
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2.6.3.1.1 TDMA Reservation + 9 Channels
1 N Klr AK 2 (l,)2 Kir
TTDMA,FCFSCase1 I - + 2 + + lr + 2TPD2(C2( - c2A ) C
AKX2 (X)K-1
2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(ZKl (AX) (A)K
.=O +(K-1)!(K-AX))
L K
+ + 2TPD-C
In this case, we allocate 1 subchannel for reservations using TDMA and 9 subchannels,
each of capacity C [bits/sec] for data transmissions.
2.6.3.1.2 TDMA Reservation + 1 Channel
TTDMA,FCFScase 2  I2 1r 1 N + 2TPD2 C C 2 (2 - 2 AKr) +
AL 2 K 2  LK
+ A + + 2TPD.-(K - 1)2 C2 (2 -2 (K-)C) (K - 1)C
In this case, we allocate 1 subchannel for reservations using TDMA and 1 subchannel,
with capacity -C [bits/sec] for data transmission. This case has the same charac-
teristics as with TDMA Reservation + 9 Channels. However, the average delay of a
message transfer has decreased since the channel capacity for data transmission has
been increased while the average time to gain access to a channel remains the same.
2.6.3.2 Random Access Reservation
The performance of the channelized architecture implementing a random access pro-
tocol on the reservation channel shows an improvement compared to the channelized
architecture with fixed access reservation. This improvement becomes more evident
as the number of users N increased. Note however that the population is assumed
to be infinite in the S-ALOHA cases and is only stable when utilization is < 1. Ine
the TDMA cases, as N increases, the total frame length on the reservation channel
also increases. A user's expected wait for his time slot becomes greater which can
significantly add to his overall expected delay.
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2.6.3.2.1 S-ALOHA Reservation + 9 Channels
3Klr + e ]( H + 2) K1r
e'eG* - 1][ + 2TpDI + 2TpDTS-ALOH A,FCFSCase1 2C G2 D+SP
A KX2( X)K-1
2(K - 1)!(K - AX)2(ZK- (AX)n ± ( A )
n n! (K-1)!(K-AX))
LK
+ + 2TPD for H > 1.C
In this case, we allocate 1 subchannel for reservations using S-ALOHA and 9 sub-
channels, each of capacity -C [bits/sec] for data transmissions.
2.6.3.2.2 S-ALOHA Reservation + 1 Channel
3K (H + 2) KI
TS-ALOHA,FCFSaSe 2  GK C + [TPDe+ 1TPD
AL 2 K 2  LK
(K - 1)2C2(2 - 2(K C) (K - 1)C
+2TPD for H > 1.
In this case, we allocate 1 subchannel for reservations using S-ALOHA and 1 sub-
channel, with capacity IC [bits/sec] for data transmission. This case has the same
characteristics as seen with S-ALOHA Reservation + 9 Channels. However, the av-
erage delay of a message transfer has decreased since the channel capacity for data
transmission has been increased while the average time to gain access to a channel
remains the same. Notice in Figures 2-1, 2-4, and 2-7, that (h), S-ALOHA Reserva-
tion + 1 Channel, starts out with a lower delay than (f), TDMA Reservation + 1
Channel. The delay for accessing the reservation channel significantly increases until
it reaches a maximum utilization of , as seen by the S-ALOHA curves (c) and (d).
The TDMA cases are seen as better in these figures because we have a system with
N = 10 users whereas the S-ALOHA scenarios assume an infinite user population.
The TDMA cases are corrected in the later figures as we increase the user population
to mimic an infinite population.
2.7 Multichannel Architecture
In our analysis, we have divided the uplink channel into K = 10 equal capacity
subchannels. One channel is dedicated for reservations while the remaining channel
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resources are used for data transmissions. If we increase the number of subchannels,
we can obtain higher utilization rates but at the cost of higher delay times. This
phenomenon can be observed in Figure 2-10, where we investigated the channelized
architecture with fixed access reservation with 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 channels. In
each multichannel scenario, the total capacity is divided evenly. As K increases, the
overall delay significantly increases due to the increased delay in transmitting over
a channel of smaller capacity. Note that it is possible to divide the total channel
capacity unevenly, i.e., proportional to the demands of the system users, but that
case is not considered here.
In Multichannel Case 1, we have K channels, each of capacity c [bits/sec] with
K - 1 channels available for data transmission. In Multichannel Case 2, we have
one channel with capacity 2 [bits/sec] for reservations and the remaining capacity
of K-lC [bits/sec] available for data transmission. Comparing Figure 2-11 to Figure
2-10, we see that the Case 2 scenarios have a better delay performance. The amount
of time to gain access to a data channel remains the same but the performance of the
message transmission is better due to the increased capacity of the data channel.
With the ability of creating multichannel systems, we turn to the problem of
optimizing the number of channels for data transmission. Appendix B.2 provides
a simple way of looking at the problem of optimally dividing channel capacity. The
result indicates that in order to minimize the overall delay, one should design a system
where the optimal number of channels K is one.
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Figure 2-10: Multichannel Performance Analysis Case 1.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 1000, C = 1 [Mbits/sec] with 0 < A < 1 [msgs/sec]
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Figure 2-11: Multichannel Performance Analysis Case 2.
L = 1 [Mb], N = 1000, C = 1 [Mbits/sec] with 0 < A < 1 [msgs/sec]
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2.8 Summary
We have introduced the topic of scheduling algorithms and channel architectures in
this chapter. We then narrowed the list of scheduling algorithms and channel archi-
tectures to model, compare, and analyze. Modeling allows us to make assumptions
to create a model that is simple yet efficiently true to the real system so that the
answers provided by the model have some credibility. The delay performance of each
the uplink architecture for different scenarios were plotted. The figures showed that
random access algorithms are more suited for handling traffic from bursty sources, but
they have low utilization. We see that higher utilization is achievable with the combi-
nation of a fixed access multiple access scheme. Multiple access schemes attempting
to improve both utilization and delay performance must somehow incorporate the
appropriate characteristics of fixed access and random access techniques. And while
Kleinrock's proof in Appendix B.2 shows that the optimal number of channels is
one, there may be situations were multichannel systems are appropriate for reasons
emphasized in the previous chapter, Section 1.6.
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Chapter 3
Channel Capacity Allocation for
Mixed Traffic
3.1 Introduction
The next generation communication systems promise to provide a wide range of ser-
vices to users, including high quality voice, variable rate data, full motion video,
high resolution image, etc. In order to guarantee each service its Quality of Service
(QoS), we must identify resource allocation and sharing schemes capable of statis-
tically multiplexing services with considerably different characteristics. High- and
low-rate users with different QoS requirements will coexist in the network, and thus,
effective resource management has to guarantee required quality for all users.
In priority queueing systems [4], [12], and [20], users are distinguished into types
and are served according to the priority of their type. It is well recognized that to
support various traffics efficiently on packet networks a system has to be developed
to satisfy demands of all classes of traffic according to the QoS. The scarcity of chan-
nel capacity to support emerging multimedia wireless applications requires efficient
strategies for using the available bandwidth.
In this chapter, we will investigate the performance of different access schemes
for multiple classes of users. We will consider a first-come first-serve (FCFS) access
strategy, a nonpreemptive priority scheme, a preemptive priority scheme, and a chan-
nel capacity allocation scheme. We develop models that describe the overall delay for
sending messages and analyze the performance. Our focus will concentrate on two
classes of users. This scenario is typical of classes of users with small and large mes-
sages to transmit. We present quantitative results by making real-world parameter
assumptions in the context of wireless communications, allowing the development of
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intuition about the performance of the different architectures.
3.2 Priority Queueing
In priority queueing systems [4], [12], and [20], users are distinguished into types and
are served according to the priority of their type. Consider the M/G/1 queueing
system with the difference that arriving users are divided into n different priority
classes with class 1 having the highest priority, class 2 having the second highest, and
so on. The arrival rate and the first two moments of service time of each user class k
are denoted Ak, Xk = -, and X, respectively. The arrival processes of all users are
assumed independent, Poisson, and independent of the service times.
3.2.1 No Priority (FCFS)
The simplest scheme for access to channel resources is a first-come first-serve (FCFS)
ordering [4], [12], and [20], thus there is no priority rule in place. The model is an
M/G/1 system with a total arrival rate of
A A+A 2 +... An. (3.1)
The expected service time is then
A =+ A2X+ ... + A X .(3.2)A X1 A A
which follows since the combination of independent Poisson processes is itself a Pois-
son process whose rate is the sum of the rates of the component processes.
Consider the situation where there are two types of users, who arrive according
to independent Poisson processes with respective rates AA and AB and have service
distributions XA and XB. For simplicity, we assume that the service times are iden-
-2tical and constant for all customers in a class, so that we have X 2 = X . The M/D/1
queueing delay that a message undergoes is given by the following expression
_ Zk AX 2 ,
2(1 - p- ...- pk)
AAX2 + ABXB
A B (3.3)2(1 - PA - PB)'
where Pk = g. Thus under a simple FCFS scheme, the total expected delay for a
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user is
T A TA + AB TB
A +'NB 'NA -|NB
A 'NA -AB (XB - Q)
'NA±NZB 'NA'NB -
1 2'ALAC - AA 2 LA2 - 4 AALA'ABLB + 'A'BLB2 + 2 'BLBC - 'NB2 LB 2 + 'B'ALA2
2 C(A + AB)(C - 'ALA -- ABLB)
1 2xC - x 2 - 4xy + yAALB + 2yC - y 2 +xBLA (34)
2 AC(C - x - y)
where x = AAXA, y ABXB, and A = AA+AB. TA and TB denote the time that Class
A and Class B wait to gain access to channel resources and transmit their messages,
respectively.
3.2.2 Nonpreemptive Priority
The nonpreemptive priority technique [4], [12], and [20] allows a user to be served
without being interrupted even if a user of higher priority arrives in the meantime.
Each priority class is separated into different queues. When the channel become
available, the first user of the highest nonempty priority queue enters service.
We will begin by denoting the following terms:
Qk = Average queueing time for priority k,
Pk - = System utilization for priority k,
11k
Tk = Average delay for priority k.
The average queueing delay and total expected delay per user in each class is defined
as
Qk , (3.5)2(1 - p - ...- pk1)(1 - pi- ...- pk)'
1
Tk = -+ Qk. (3.6)
Pk
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We assume that the overall system utilization is less than 1, that is,
PI + P2 + ... + pn < L. (3.7)
If this assumption is not satisfied, there may be a priority class whose average delay
is infinite.
For the complete derivations of these equations, please refer to [4]. Notice that we
can change the average delay a user experiences by classifying it to the appropriate
priority class. The average delay generally decreases when users with short service
times are given higher priority. For example, consider the copy machine waiting lines,
where priority is often given to people who have a few copies to make.
Consider the situation where there are two types of users, who arrive according
to independent Poisson processes with respective rates AA and AB and have service
distributions XA and XB. For simplicity, we assume that the service times are iden-
tical and constant for all customers in a class, so that we have X 2 = 2. Under a
nonpreemptive priority scheme, we can determine the average time that it takes for
a user of each class to gain access to the channel and transmit its message by
XB= , (3.8)
QB =I AALA + ABLB (3.9)2 C(C - ABLB)
TB = B + QB
12LBC -ABLB 2+ AALA 2
2 C(C -ABLB)
12LBC -yLB +xLA
2 C(C - y)
XA LA, (3.11)
1 AALA2 + ABLB2QA 2 (C - ABLB)(C - AALA - ABLB)' (3.12)
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TA XA +QA
1 2LAC 2 - CAALA 2 - 4 LACABLB + 2ABLBAALA 2 + 2LAAB 2 LB 2 + CABLB 2
2 C(C - ABLB) (C- AALAABLB)
S12LAC 2 - xCLA- 4yLAC+ 2xyLA+ 2y 2LA + yCLB (3.13)
2 C(C - y)(C - xy)
where x = AALA and y = ABLB-
3.2.3 Preemptive Resume Priority
The preemptive resume priority scheme [4], [121, and [20] allows an arriving higher-
priority user to interrupt a current user's service. Service is resumed from the point of
interruption once all users of higher priority have been served. Thus higher-priority
users do not have to wait for lower-priority classes, a feature of the nonpreemptive
priority scheme, evident in Qk in Equation 3.5. The total expected delay under
preemptive resume priority is
Tk - k + Qu + Qw, (3.14)
where the average waiting time corresponding to service of users of priority 1 to k
who are present in the queue when a user arrives is
Zk Aj2QU = i~ (3.15)2(1 - p - ...-pk)'
and the average waiting time corresponding to service times of users of priority 1 to
k - 1 who arrive while the user is waiting for service is
k-1 k-1
Q = AiT=Z piT, (3.16)
Ai~
for k > 1, and is zero for k = 1. Subsequently the final result is, for k = 1,
1 (1 - p1) + }A1X2Ti = 2 7(3.17)
and for k > 1,
T =(3.18)
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For the derivations of these equations, please refer to [4]. For an example that
approximates a preemptive resume priority, consider a transmission link serving sev-
eral Poisson packet streams of different priorities. The packets of each stream are
subdivided into many small subpackets. In the absence of packets of higher priority,
they are continuously transmitted on the line. Otherwise, the transmission of the
subpackets of a given packet is interrupted when a packet of higher priority arrives
and is resumed when no subpackets of higher priority packets are left in the system.
Preemptive resume priority is not easy to implement in a broadcast system, e.g.,
satellite or wireless communication system, because we cannot preempt a message
that is already in flight or transmitting and coordination is often difficult.
Consider the situation where there are two types of users, who arrive according
to independent Poisson processes with respective rates AA and AB and have service
distributions XA and XB. For simplicity, we assume that the service times are iden-
-2
tical and constant for all customers in a class, so that we have X 2  X . Under a
preemptive resume priority scheme, we can determine the average time that it takes
for a user of each class to gain access to the channel and transmit its message by
XB(1 - ABXB) + 1ABXB
TB ---
1 - ABXB
1 LB(2C - ABLB)
2 C(C - ABLB)
1 LB(2C 
- y)
2 C(C - y) '
AA(1 - B - AAXA) + -(ABXB + AAXX2)
(1 - ABXB)(1 - ABXB - AAXA)
12LAC -AALA2 - 2 LAABLB +ABLB2
2 (C - ABLB)(C - AALA - ABLB)
12LAC-xLA-2yLA+ yLB
2 (C - y)(C-x-y) (3.2
where x = AALA and y = ABLB-
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3.3 Channel Capacity Allocation
3.3.1 System Model
Evaluating the effectiveness of channel capacity allocation is an important perfor-
mance evaluation. In this section we determine the division of total channel capacity
for large message transfers with different classes of users. We begin by stating our
model and necessary assumptions to simplify the analysis. Next we develop the an-
alytical expressions to evaluate the system with typical real-world values. Following
the presentation of results we summarize the important characteristics of the various
channel capacity allocation schemes.
3.3.2 Model Parameters
Consider the situation where there are two types of user, who arrive according to
independent Poisson processes with respective rates AA and AB and have service dis-
tributions XA and XB. For simplicity, we assume that the service times are identical
and constant for all customers in a class, so that we have X 2 -.
We will make real-world parameter assumptions in the context of wireless networks
and analyze the performance to develop intuition about the effectiveness of each
channel capacity allocation scheme. Table 3.1 lists the parameters used in our model.
Parameter Description Units
Aa Message arrival time for Class A [msgs/sec]
Ab Message arrival time for Class B [msgs/sec]
C Total uplink channel capacity [bits/sec]
Ca Capacity allocated to Class A [bits/sec]
Cb Capacity allocated to Class B [bits/sec]
La Length of packet for Class A [bits]
Lb Length of packet for Class B [bits]
6 Division of channel capacity for Class A [0 < 0 < 1]
1 - 6 Division of channel capacity for Class B [0 < 1 - 9 < 1]
Table 3.1: Model Parameters for Channel Capacity Allocation for Mixed Traffic.
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3.3.2.1 Channel Capacity Allocation (0)
A portion of the total channel capacity, equivalent to 0C, is allocated to Class A users.
The value of 0 thus ranges from 0 to 1, (0 < 0 < 1). Figure 3-1 is an illustration of
the system model that is described. The remaining channel capacity of (1 - 0)C is
allocated to Class B users.
While Figure 3-1 illustrates one channel of total capacity C, the following analysis
of determining 0 can also be applied to discrete multiple channels. The value of 0 will
then provide an approximate measure of dividing the multiple channels among the
different classes of users. This practice can be seen at the supermarket, where there
are special checkout counters for customers with few items. The question is then to
determine how many of these checkout counters should be implemented.
3.4 Analysis
We will consider a communication system with static channel capacity allocation
where the value of 0 remains fixed in a system. With two classes of users, we will
separate the total channel capacity into 0C and (1 - 0)C as shown in Figure 3-1. To
understand the relationship between Class A and Class B users under varying values
of 0, we provide the following graph in Figure 3-2. The system has a total channel
capacity of 1 [Kb/sec] and the average message length for Class A is 1 [Kb] and for
Class B is 1 [Mb]. We plot the delays of Class A versus the delays of Class B as 0
varies from 0 to 1. As expected, when 0 = 0, full channel capacity is given to Class B
users and the average delay for their message transmission is at its minimum. When
0 = 1, full channel capacity is given to Class A users and the average delay for their
message transmission is at its minimum.
We now develop a general function involving the normalized total delay times for
Class A and Class B users. The total channel capacity is divided among Class A and
C
CA - CB
0 C (1-0)C
Figure 3-1: Channel Capacity Allocation.
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Figure 3-2: Delay Relationship between Class A and Class B Users.
La = 1 [Kb], Lb = 1 [Mb], C = 1 [Kb/sec]
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Class B users according to the following ratios
CA =O C, (3.21)
CB = (1 - O)C. (3.22)
The transmission time for packets of length LA and LB and the second moments are
calculated as follows
XA - LA - LA (3.23)CA OC'
XB - (1- )C (3.24)
XA2  2 (3.25)
X2 = XB2 LB2 (3.26)X B (1 - 6) 2C2
The queueing delay for each class according to the M/D/1 Poisson process is
QA - AALA2
Q2C2( 2 - 2 AALA)
1 AALA2 (3.27)2 OC(OC - AALA)'
ABLB2
QB 
-__O)2C2(2 2 B)C
1 ABLB2
- - (3.28)2 C(ABLB OC - C)(O- 1)
Thus the total service time for each class is its transmission time plus its queueing
delay is
TA YA + QA, (3.29)
TB B ±QB- (3-30)
Each sum is then normalized by dividing the total service time by its transmission
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time,
XA +QA
TAN LA
CA
LA + AALA 2
OC g2C2(2-2A A)
LA
1 20C - AALA
2 C - AALA(3.31)
XB + QB
TBN LB
CB
(1-6)C (1-0)2C2(2-2 
- 0))
LB
1 ABLB + 20C - 20 (3.32)
2 ABLB+CC-C
Our objective function can be written as G(TAN, TBN). Now we would like to
determine the value 0* that minimizes some objective function involving G(TAN TBN) .
The value 0* provides the best reasonable service for the two classes of users by
allocating the appropriate amount of channel capacity.
3.4.1 Case 1
One simple objective function is equating the delays for both classes of users, G(TAN, TBN)
TAN TN. The solution can be determined analytically in the following manner
G(TAN ,TBN) TAN =TBN (3.33)
120C- AALA lABLB+20C-2C
20C- AALA 2 ABLB+CC-C
0* = ALA (3.34)
AALA + ABLB
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where 0* is the optimum value of 0. If we use the following substitutions
X = AALA, (3.35)
y = ABLB. (3.36)
we can simplify 0* to be
0* x (3.37)
x+y
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x > y and define the following rela-
tionship between x and y
7 =(3.38)
x
such that 7 E [0, 1]. This will all us to rewrite 0* as
* . (3.39)1 +7
Notice that when -y = 1, i.e, when the message sizes and the arrival rates of both
classes are equal, 0* is j. Figure 3-3 illustrates this relationship.
Now if we plug 0* back into the equations for the normalized delays for each class,
we get the following
XA + QA
TAN(0*) LA
CA
1 2C - ABLB - AALA
2 C - ABLB - AALA
12C - y - x
2 C-y-x
2C-2y-2x+y+x
2C - 2y - 2x
1 y+x
= 1+-C2 C - y - x
1 1+7(
= 1+H2 .±~y (3.40)2 -(1+7
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Figure 3-3: Relationship between y and 0* (I)
where y < x and 0* = x
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XB + QB
TBN(O*) LB
CB
1 2C - ABLB - AALA
2 C - ABLB - AALA
12C- y -x
2 C-y-x
1 1+7
= + 1 + .(3.41)
2 - (1 + 7
If we plug 0* back into the equations for the non-normalized delays for each class,
we get the following
TA(0*) XA QA
1 (ABLB + AALA)(2C - ABLB - AALA)
2 AAC(C - ABLB - AALA)
1 (y + x)(2C - y - x)
2 AAC(C - Y - X)
-+ 2+ ] (3.42)
TB (*) B + QB
1 (ABLB + AA + LA)(2C - ABLB - AALA)
2 ABC(C - ABLB - AALA)
1 (y + x)(2C - y - x)
2 ABC(C - Y X)
I_ Y [2±cj )] (3.43)
It is unreasonable to equate the normalized expected delays because class priorities
may vary. Thus we look at optimizing 0 for other relationships between Class A and
Class B users. In each of the following cases, the beginning steps in the analysis
remains the same, i.e., system setup parameters for CA, CB, XA, XB, X , XB,
QA, QB, TA, and TB. We define an objective function G(TAN, TBN) to describe the
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relationship. We solve for the optimum value of 0 in each of the following cases by
first differentiating the relational equation with respect to 0, equating it to zero, and
solving for 0.
3.4.2 Case 2
In this case, we look at optimizing 0 when we sum the normalized expected delays for
transmitting messages from both Class A and Class B users. With the substitution
of Equations 3.36 and 3.36, we obtain the following relation
G(TANTBN) TAN +TBN (3'44)
f 120C-AALA lABLB+ 20C-2C
2 0C - AALA 2 ABLB+OC-C
40C 2 - 4C202 - 30Cy + (-3C + 30C)x + 2yx
20C 2 - 2C202 - 20Cy + (-2C + 20C)x + 2yx
1 -40C2 + 40 2C2 - 2yx - 30Cx + 3Cx + 30Cy. (3.45)
2 -0C2 + 0 2 C 2 - yx - OCx +Cx +OCy
The differentiation of f with respect to 0 is
of 4C 2 -80C 2 -3Cy+3Cx
06 20C2 - 2C 20 2 - 20Cy + (-2C + 20C)x + 2yx
(40C 2 - 4C 20 2 - 30Cy + (-3C + 30C)x + 2yx) (2C2 - 40C2 - 2Cy + 2Cx)
(20C2 - 2C202 - 20Cy + (-2C + 20C)x + 2yx)
S1C(20C 2 X + yx 2 _ y 2 x - C 2X _ 02 C 2X ± O2C 2 y + 2Cyx - 40Cyx) (346)
2 (-C2 +C202 - yx + Cx - OCx + OCy) 2
We then set Equation 3.46 to be zero and solve for 0. The two solutions for 0 are
1 -2Cx + 4yx ± 2 v-2Cx2y + 2y 2x 2 - 2Cy 2x + y 3 x + yC 2x + yx 3
2 (y - x)C
2yx - Cx k Vxy(C- -X (3.47)
(y - x)C
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where
2yx - Cx + Vxy(C - y - x) 2
(y - x)C (.8
2yx -Cx - Vxy(C - y - x) 2
(y - x)C
Now we are going to manipulate the solutions so that we may obtain a more
intuitive equation about the relationship between x, y, and 6 and to determine which
root is an admissible solution. We will focus on 0* first. The numerator can be
reduced as follows
numerator1 = 2yx - Cx + Vxy(C - y - X)2
= x(2y - C) + [C - (x + y)]xy
= C(fzy - x) + 2xy - (x + y)Izy
= C(N/)(ry - V) + [2/ip - (x + y)] y
C(Vf)(/fy - V) - [x - 2/zi+ y] Wy
= C(v/-)(F 
_-) - (WyY- v/X)2VI-g
= Vi(FY - VQ)[C - Vy(Vy - v/7)]. (3.50)
The denominator can be expanded to the following
denominator = (y - x)C
= C (V/+ v/X)(fy - v/). (3.51)
Thus 0* becomes
* / V- z( §f f)[C - y(VQ - 3.)52
C M/- + fsX) (y - V/s)
_ /f-[ C - Vfg-(fVy - fiX)]
C VfQ + fiX)
VY -V/X- [ VY- -VX-(3.52)
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Using the relationship defined in Equation 3.38, we can simplify 0* as
1 Vi l'/]
1 + f C .f l+ 1
1 xzy ~1i- y~
1 + /7 C 1 + f.
1I + i 1 7 + i(1 - i(3.53)
A plot of the relationship between -y and 0* is plotted in Figure 3-4. In this graph,
is given as a constant and -y increases as y = (ABLB) increases. In the limiting case
where the message size and arrivals are the same for both classes of users, i.e., z = y,
the second term of Equation 3.53 drops out since it goes to zero because Y = 1 and
the final result is
0*(k= 1) - 1 [ '1+ i(1- 7)]
g. (3.54)
Now if we plug 0* back into the equations for the normalized delays for each class,
we get the following
TNXA+QA
TAN (0*) - LA
CA
12C+xji- 2y-x
2 C-y-x
2C-2y- 2x+x,/-7+x
2C - 2y - 2x
1 xv'7 + x
2 C - y - x1 lf+ / 7
=1+-
+ ~ I , (3.55)2 C (1+ 7
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Figure 3-4: Relationship
where y < x, (a)O* = x and
between -y and 0* (II)
(b) 0* = I + v ( V ).
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1
- - (a) G(TA TB) = TA ~ B
~ (b) G(TA,T B) = TA + TB
S,(a)
(b)
0.4-
0.3
0.2-
0.1-
0
XB + QB
LB
CB
12C/7 - 2xf+ y - y /i
2 Cf7 - ovi - yVi
2C/'7- 2 xvy - 2yf+ y /7+ y
2CVf - 2x7 - 2yf7
- 1+
y + Y /7
1 1 +jf
=1 + -+
If we plug 9* back
we get the following
TA(0*)
into the equations for the non-normalized delays for each class,
= XA +QA
1 LA(1 + VT)(2C
2 (C+xfi-
1 LA(1 +7)
2 C + x/7i - y
+ xVi -- 2 y - x)
y)(C - y - x)
2±+1+ V 1
x (1I+ 7Y) ' (3.57)
TB(0*) =B + QB
1 LB (1+ -7(2Cr - 2xj7 + y - yV7)
2 (C - x - x/i)(C7 -xf7 - y7)
1 L B(1 ±V7)
2 C - x - xvfi
2 + +L - - gI[ /7 (3.58)
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TBN (9)
(3.56)
Now we must check on the second root. The numerator can be reduced as follows:
numerator2 = 2yx - Cx - Vxy(C - y - X)2
= x(2y - C) - [C - (x + y)] xy
- C(x + F) + 2xy + xy(x + y)
- C )( V x)(y' /)±+[ x±+2 Vxy +y ] Vx-y
- (fG+ fi)[fi(fi+ Vi) - C (3.59)
The denominator remains the same, as shown in Equation 3.51. Thus Q* becomes:
06* - /X #( V+ VY) [ V/Y-\fi + ,\Y) - C]2 ~ C( + #) ( 
- 5)
Vs(V + \F) - C) (3.60)
C(fg - \H)
As y approaches x, Equation 3.60 blows up and approaches infinity. This solution is
thus inadmissible since by definition, 0 E [0,1].
Note that the value of 9* is a minimum and not a maximum. It can be shown
that 0* is a minimum if the second derivative of the function is positive. Another
way to verify this is the realization that when 0 = 0 or 0 = 1, one of the expected
delays is infinite. The endpoints of our function are thus greater than any value of
the function when 0 < 0 < 1. Since there is only one inflection point in our curve,
the value of 0* is a minimum. This is still true for Case 3 but not for Case 4 since
the function is no longer quadratic.
3.4.3 Case 3
In this case, we look at optimizing 0 when we sum the normalized expected delays
for transmitting messages from both Class A and Class B users with an adjustment
factor on Class B users. The weight q indicates the importance of Class B users.
Notice that when 17 = 1, we have Case 2: G(TAN, TBN) = TAN n TBN. Thus the
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relationship is shown as
G(TAN ,TBN) 
-TAN + TIBN
120C - AALA
2 0C - AALA
(3-61)
1 ABLB + 20C - 2C
2 ABLB+0C-C
(-0C - 2rq0C + C + 2TC)x - 20C 2 + 2C202
(2C - 20C)x + 2C202 - 20C2 - 2xy + 20Cy
+2TIC 20 2 - 2r0C2 + (-1 - 77)xy + (20C + 96C)y
(2C - 20C)x + 2C 20 2 - 20C 2 - 2xy + 2 0Cy
1 20C2 - 2C202 + 277OC 2 - 2TC 20 2 + xy
2 fC 2 - C 2 2 + xy - OCy - Cx + OCx
+ qxy - 20Cy -700Cy + ±Cy + GCx + 2,0Cx - Cx - 277Cx
GC2 - C262 + xy - 6Cy - Cx + 6Cx'
(3.62)
The differentiation of f with respect to 0 is
of
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1 C(qx 2 y - xC 20 2 + 2Cxy - 2xOCy - C 2 X)
2 (C 2 -C 2 02 +xy -OCy -Cy -Cx +Cx) 2
C(-xy 2 - 27x0Cy + 2x0C 2 + 7jO2 C 2 y)
(C2 - C 202 + xy - OCy - Cy - Cx + OCx) 2 (3.63)
We then set Equation 3.63 to be zero and solve for 0. The two solutions for 0 are
0 *
where
-Cx +xy + xy k ryyx(C -X - y) 2
(rjy - x)C
-Cx + xy + 7 xy + jyyx(C - x - y) 2
('1y - x)C
-Cx +xy + Txy - rfyyx(C -X - y) 2
(7y - x)C
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
Now we are going to manipulate the solutions so that we may obtain a more
intuitive equation about the relationship between x, y, and 0 and to determine which
root is an admissible solution. We will focus on 0* first. The numerator can be
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01*
reduced as follows
numerator1  -Cx + xy +rxy + fryx(C - x -y)2
Sx(y + ry - C) + [C - (x + y)]ixy
= C( xy - x) + Xy + rxy - (x + y) rxy
= CE( 5 r-1Z)± x+zy(fzy + r y-xo/iY- y /i)
= CJ5( W7y - V) + xy(qy - Vf)( rzX - fy). (3.67)
The denominator can be expanded to the following
denominator = (ry - x)C
= C(Vlly + fi))(fn7Y -Vfi). (3.68)
Thus 0* becomes
0* - Cfs- nY - f/ X) + V/-Y ( V/7- Y - Vi) ( V 77 - fi)
C (fNi-- + Vi) (f/7nY - Vfi)
Cf/ + xy (Vz - Vfg) (3.69)
(ry + v/)C
Using the relationship defined in Equation 3.38, we can simplify 6* as
* C V/+ Xy( rzx - Vi)
(ryH + f)C
_C VX5+ /zXy ( fii -- Vfi)
C(fnY + r 5 )
_C + X fi-y(V/7- - fi )
C(077+ 1)
- 1 + xVf (f - Ny) (3.70)
1+ Vi C 1+ fii
A plot of the relationship between y and 0* is plotted in Figure 3-5. In this graph,
is given as a constant and y increases as y = (ABLB) increases.
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Figure 3-5: Relationship between y and 9* (III)
where y < x, (a)6* = , (b) 9* = +
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(b) G(TA' TB) T A + T B
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Now if we plug 0* back into the equations for the normalized delays for each class,
we get the following
XA -- QA
TANk) LA
CA
12C + 2x fqi - 2y - x - xVWY
2 C + x Vijr -y - x - x 'i
2C + 2x i- 2y - 2x - 2x . + x + x V7
2C + 2xv/fq - 2y - 2 x - 2x v/
1 x + x f7i
1 C + x - y - x - x f
1+ I- 1 + ) (3.71)
2 C + fi 1+ 7 + sg)
XB + QB
TBN(O*) LB
CB
i2Cfgi - 2 x/i+ y - y7 W
2 C/i - x/ - yVi
2Cfgi - 2x fgi - 2y f7i+ y + y\/?i
2CV/gi - 2 xgi - 2y Yi
12Cfgi - 2xgiy - 2yVT7i
=1+ - + V . (3.72)2 V/-(C - 1)
If we plug 0* back into the equations for the non-normalized delays for each class,
we get the following
TA(0*) - XA+QA
SLA(1 + Viy)(2C + 2x - y - x - x rni)
2 (C + x-gi - y)(C + x Vi - y - x - x /I)
1 LA(1+ Y) 2+ (3.73)
2 -C+ -Y + -Y (1+7+1)) (
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TB(O*) XB +QB
1 LB(1 + Vr7)(2CFf1; - 2 ix + y -y 7)
2 (Ci7 - xfiiyy+ y) rr(C - x -y)
1 LB(1± + 
____)__+__i 
_
-B (C + 2+ .(+ (3.74)2 CVfify - ofIi--+ y ff(-g-1
Now when we continue to check on the second root in the same manner, we realize
that the second root has the same property as the second root in Case 2. The second
root is an inadmissible solution. Notice that Case 2 is a subset of Case 3, when r = 1.
3.4.4 Case 4
In this case, we look at optimizing 0 when we sum the non-linear expected delays
for transmitting messages from both Class A and Class B users with an adjustment
factor on Class B users. The weight 77 indicates the importance of Class B users.
Thus the relationship is shown as
G(TAN,TBN) (TAN)k +(TBN )k (3.75)
f ( I 2 0C-ALA )k+,( ABLB+ 20 C-2C k
20C-AALA 2 ABLB+C-C
1 )k(- 2 0C + X + -2C + 20C + Y )k
= ( -C x) 2 -0+0) ( ) . (3.76)2 -OC +x 2 -C +OC+ y
The differentiation of f with respect to 6 is
of _ (I)k(- 2 gc+x)kk(2 9 - )(- OC ± x)
00 -20C+x
,(I)k(- 2C+ 2 0C+y)k k (2 C _ (-2c+2C+y)C )( -C + OC + y)
+ 2 -c+OC+y -c+Oc+y (-C+OC+y)2
-2C + 20C + y
(3.77)
Setting Equation 3.77 equal to zero and solving for 0 is a difficult task. It is left to the
reader to use numerical analysis to solve the equation following the same technique
used in the previous cases.
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3.5 Delay Performance Figures
We are now prepared to analyze the performance of several situations. We will look at
the case of 2 different user classes. Class A users will be sending very large messages
while Class B users will be sending much smaller messages. We will use the equations
that we have formulated in this chapter to plot the performance of Class B users.
We assigned the auxiliary parameters with values typical of wireless communication
systems. These values are summarized in Table 3.2. We also make the assumption
that y < x so that y = - ABLB E [0,11.
X AALA
Parameter Description Value [Unit]
C Total Channel Capacity 1 [Mb/sec]
LA Message Length for Class A 1 [Mb]
LB Message Length for Class B 1 [Kb]
71 Priority Factor 10
072 Priority Factor oo
Table 3.2: Model Parameters for Evaluating Mixed Traffic Performance.
3.5.1 Performance Plots Set 1
In our first set of performance plots, we keep the rate of message arrivals for Class A
constant and we show the delay that Class B undergoes for varying message arrival
rates. Table 3.3 summarizes the variables that were chosen for each plot.
Ratio L = AALA Figure
C C ____
0.5 3-6
0.6 3-7
0.7 3-8
0.8 3-9
0.9 3-10
Table 3.3: Table of Mixed Traffic Performance Figures for Constant .C'
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Figure 3-6:
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Performance Analysis 1 for Class B.
where = AALA = 0.5
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where - = AALA = 0.6
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where , = AALA = 0.8
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where - AALA = 0.9
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3.5.2 Performance Plots Set 2
In our second set of performance plots, we keep the rate of message arrivals for Class
B constant and we show the delay that Class B undergoes for varying Class A message
arrival rates. Table 3.4 summarizes the variables that were chosen for each plot.
Ratio _L= AB LB Figure
0.1 3-11
0.2 3-12
0.3 3-13
0.4 3-14
Table 3.4: Table of Mixed Traffic Performance Figures for Constant 1.C,
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where Y- ABLE = 0.1
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where 2 = ABLE = 0.2
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where y = AL, = 0.4
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3.6 Interpretation of Results
We will summarize the results that can be observed by studying the delay performance
charts and comparing the various priority and channel capacity allocation schemes.
3.6.1 Performance Plots Set 1
In our first set of performance plots (Figures 3-6 to 3-10), we keep the rate of message
arrivals for Class A (g) constant and plot the time delay for Class B performance
against the ratio - = k - A . As y increases from 0 to 1, we expect to seex AAXA
increasing delays for Class B users. We also plot a horizontal asymptote of LB, the
transmission time of a Class B message.
3.6.1.1 No Priority (FCFS)
T 1 2xC - x2 - 4xy + yAALB + 2yC - y
2 + xABLA
2 AC(C - x - y)
1 2C-x-4y+yAALB+ 2-yC-y±+ ABLA (378)
2 xAC( - 1 --y)
We notice that having no priority is the worse scheme for Class B users. Users of Class
B face the possibility of being stuck behind Class A users in the queue. In each of
the figures, the vertical asymptote occurs at XY = 1. FCFS also results in expected
delay values approximately an order of magnitude greater than the nonpreemptive
priority scheme.
3.6.1.2 Nonpreemptive Priority
TB 1 2LBC - yLB + xLA2 C(C - y)
1 2 LBC - YLB + LA2 C 
. (3.79)2 C(C -)
With nonpreemptive priority, Class B users receive access to the channel first even
if there are Class A messages in the queue. This priority technique provides a lower
time delay than FCFS. The time delay for a Class B user, however, can still be
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significant if a Class A user is being served upon arrival. Class B users must wait
until the Class A transmission is completed before receiving access to the channel.
The vertical asymptote here occurs at - - 1 since we continue to serve Class B usersC
as long as they keep arriving in the queue.
3.6.1.3 Preemptive Resume Priority
T 1 LB(2C - y)TB 2 C(C - y)
LB 2C - 2y + y
C 2C-2y
LB [ 1 y
C [2C-y
LB1 + -. (3.80)C 2 C_-
A significant improvement in time performance can be seen with the use of preemptive
resume priority. Here, Class B users are given access to the channel whenever it enters
the system. They can interrupt the transmission of a Class A message. Therefore,
the time delay is very close to the plotted asymptote which measures the transmission
time of a Class B message on the channel. However, it is not identical to the horizontal
asymptote because as an increasing number of Class B users arrive, the queueing delay
will also increase. Again, the vertical asymptote occurs at 2 - 1 since we continueC
to serve Class B users as long as they keep arriving in the system. Since preemptive
resume priority cannot be easily implemented for wireless broadcast systems, we turn
to other schemes to improve the delay performance of Class B users.
3.6.1.4 Channel Capacity Allocation
The performance of our channel capacity allocation schemes fall within the extremes
of nonpreemptive priority and preemptive resume priority. With these schemes, we
notice that the delay performance curves increases at -y ~ 0. This is due to the
fact that the optimum channel capacity allocation value (0*) is very high for Class A
users. With a very small portion of channel capacity available to Class B, the time
to transmit a message is significant. In these cases, the vertical asymptote occurs at
C
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3.6.1.4.1 G(TA, TB) - TA TB
TB = - 2 + -i-.2 AB 2 
- +7
In this case, we equate the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users. We then
solve for the optimum channel capacity allocation value (0*) and plug it back into the
non-normalized delay for Class B.
3.6.1.4.2 G(TA, TB) =TA + TB
TB 1LB(1+f) 2± 1+ >J
In this case, we sum the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users. We then
solve for the optimum channel capacity allocation value (0*) and plug it back into the
non-normalized delay for Class B.
3.6.1.4.3 G(TA, TB) =TA + 77TB
LB(1 + 1 +
2 C frii_ - x v/ify + y ( - { - 1) ~
In this case, we sum the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users with an r
multiplier to the time delay for Class B. The r/ factor is used to increase or decrease
the priority of Class B messages. To increase the priority we use r > 1, thus to
decrease the priority we use j < 1. We then solve for the optimum channel capacity
allocation value (0*) and plug it back into the non-normalized delay for Class B.
We generate two curves for this case. First we plot the performance for Class B
with r/ = 10. Then, we plot the performance for Class B with r/ = oc. When r = oc,
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TB reduces to
1 LB(2C-2x-y)
TB 2(C-x-y)(C-x)
LB 2C-2x--2y+y
C-x 2C-2x-2y
LB I+
C- XI C-x-y]
-LB I + 
. (3.81)
C - X !X - (1 +)
3.6.2 Performance Plots Set 2
In our second set of performance plots (Figures 3-11 to 3-14), we keep g constant and
plot the time delay for Class B performance against the ratio x. As 1 increases fromC. C
0 to 1, we expect to see increasing delays for Class B users. We also plot a horizontal
asymptote of -- , the transmission time of a Class B message. Due to our system
constraint of fixing 2, all the plots have a starting point at .
3.6.2.1 No Priority (FCFS)
T - 2C - x - 4 y + -yAALB + 2 -yC - yy + ABLA
2 xAC( - 1 - -y)
Again, we notice that having no priority is the worse scheme for Class B users. Users
of Class B face the possibility of being stuck behind Class A users in the queue. Here,
there is a vertical asymptote which occurs __ - 1. FCFS results in expected delay
values approximately an order of magnitude greater than the nonpreemptive priority
scheme.
3.6.2.2 Nonpreemptive Priority
12LBC - 7LB + LA
TB -C2 C(C - 7)
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With nonpreemptive priority, Class B users receive access to the channel first even if
there are Class A messages in the queue. This priority techniques provides a lower
time delay than FCFS. The time delay for a Class B user, however, can still be
significant if a Class A user is being served upon arrival. Class B users must wait
until the Class A transmission is completed before receiving access to the channel. A
vertical asymptote occurs at 2 - 1, since we continue to serve Class B users as long
as they keep arriving in the queue.
3.6.2.3 Preemptive Resume Priority
TB LB [ --
C 2 c -7CX
A significant improvement in time performance can be seen with the use of preemptive
resume priority. Here, Class B users are given access to the channel whenever it enters
the system. They can interrupt the transmission of a Class A message. Therefore,
the time delay is very close to the plotted asymptote which measures the transmission
time of a Class B message on the channel. Again, there is a vertical asymptote at
T = 1 since we continue to serve Class B users as long as they keep arriving in the
system. Since preemptive resume priority cannot be easily implemented for wireless
broadcast systems, we turn to other schemes to improve the delay performance of
Class B users.
3.6.2.4 Channel Capacity Allocation
The performance of our channel capacity allocation schemes fall within the extremes
of nonpreemptive priority and preemptive resume priority. In these cases, a vertical
asymptote occurs at 1.
3.6.2.4.1 G(TATB) = TA =TB
TB =2+ 2 AB-1 7
In this case, we equate the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users. We then
solve for the optimum channel capacity allocation value (9*) and plug it back into the
non-normalized delay for Class B.
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3.6.2.4.2 G(T A, TB) TA + TB
TB 1LB1(I + [2± +
In this case, we sum the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users. We then
solve for the optimum channel capacity allocation value (0*) and plug it back into the
non-normalized delay for Class B.
3.6.2.4.3 G(TA, TB) =TA ± T1TB
TB ~ LB(1+ ) 2+ 1 +/7 12 C VT-- x y+ y (- - 1)
In this case, we sum the normalized delays for Class A and Class B users with an 27
multiplier to the time delay for Class B. The q factor is used to increase or decrease
the priority of Class B messages. To increase the priority we use 27 > 1, thus to
decrease the priority we use q < 1. We then solve for the optimum channel capacity
allocation value (0*) and plug it back into the non-normalized delay for Class B.
We generate two curves for this case. First we plot the performance for Class B
with y = 10. Then, we plot the performance for Class B with 27 = oc. When 27 = oo,
TB is
TB LB 7
C - X CX - (1+)
Note that when q = oc, the performance curve is close to the preemptive resume
priority priority for x < 0.8 before it starts to depart due to capacity limitations
for Class B users.
3.7 Summary
We have introduced the topic of priority queueing and channel capacity allocation
in this chapter. We narrowed the list of priority schemes and allocation schemes to
model, compare, and analyze. Modeling allows us to make assumptions to create
a model that is simple yet efficiently true to the real system so that the answers
provided by the model have some credibility. In our model of mixed traffic, Class
B users are those who have small messages to transmit. The figures show how the
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different techniques affect the performance of Class B. In short, this thesis provides a
methodology of determining resource allocation by incorporating system constraints
and QoS priority. We should however be aware that increasing the performance of
one class will come at a cost to the other classes of users.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
The communication systems today are getting better, with better voice quality, bet-
ter security, more services and data capabilities, and an increase in capacity. The
next generation of radio systems, to some extent, is simply an opportunity to update
existing mobile radio systems as advances in technology and manufacturing occur.
Currently the second generation standards will evolve further and form the basis
for the third generation networks. Given the diverse needs and the pace of devel-
opment in different regions, a single global approach does not seem adequate. The
implementation of wireless broadband communication systems requires the following
considerations: frequency allocation and selection, channel characterization, appli-
cation and environment recognition, including technology development, air interface
multiple access techniques, protocols and networks, systems development with effi-
cient modulation, coding, and smart antenna techniques. The focus of this thesis
is multiple access techniques for multichannel communication systems channel re-
source allocation for mixed traffic. Although the techniques developed here are used
for networks with wireless channels, they are also applicable for satellite and optical
networks.
The topic of multiple access communication has been developed with a focus on
fixed access schemes and random access schemes. Examples of fixed access techniques
are Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA), in which each user is permanently assigned a fixed portion of the channel,
either on a frequency basis (FDMA) or time basis (TDMA). These techniques are
efficient for predictable streams of traffic, but in cases of bursty traffic, i.e., when the
peak to average data rate is high, fixed allocation of channel capacity is wasteful.
Random access techniques like pure ALOHA, or Slotted ALOHA (S-ALOHA), are
introduced to cope with this type of short, high-rate traffic bursts occurring at random
points in time. ALOHA communication is an uncoordinated protocol. It has low
efficiency since packets can overlap causing collisions and lost data. Slotted ALOHA
has an efficiency limited to , (approximately 0.368) successful transmissions per slot,
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and has stability problems if not controlled.
In our analysis in Chapter 2, we note that the S-ALOHA and TDMA schemes,
independent of propagation delay, give best performance at light and heavy traffic
loads, respectively. In the case of multichannel communication systems, we suggest
allocating one subchannel as a reservation channel and the remaining subchannels
as data channels. Implementing a reservation channel allows the communication
system to be more fully utilized since channel resources are never given to non-active
users. We note that given the same amount of capacity for data transmission, it
is best to minimize the number of subchannels thereby creating subchannels with
larger capacity rates. The ability to transmit data on larger transmission subchannels
significantly reduce the total average delay for queueing and service.
In many multi-user communication systems, the channel allocation policy plays a
key role in determining the overall system capacity, i.e., the maximum load that the
system can carry for a given spectrum resource. The number of users are potentially
unlimited in number which implies that resources must be efficiently assigned and
utilized. The purpose of a channel allocation policy is, thus, to distribute the channel
among users in such a way to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) and achieve maximum
channel utilization. Although an optimal solution can be determined analytically, in
practice, the evaluation of an optimal solution is prevented by real-life complexities
that cannot be modeled. Hence, the need for sub-optimal policies.
In our analysis in Chapter 3, we analyze channel capacity allocation schemes
for wireless networks supporting mixed traffic. With the assumption of multiple
classes of users, we analyzed systems that use priority schemes such as nonpreemptive
priority and preemptive resume priority. We develop alternative schemes to distribute
channel resources among the different user classes. The amount of channel capacity
given to each user class is optimized according to different timing metrics. We can
suggest schemes that are better than nonpreemptive priority technique and closely
approximate the preemptive resume priority technique, which in many instances can
be difficult to implement. Depending on the constraints of the communication system
and the priority scheme that is to be given to user classes, Chapter 3 can provide
a good understanding of the methodology of optimizing the allocation of channel
capacity.
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Appendix A
Queueing Theory
A.1 Overview
The basic methodological framework for analyzing network delay is queueing theory.
To understand the nature and mechanism of delay in a network, it is often necessary
to make simplistic assumptions. More realistic assumptions make the analysis ex-
tremely difficult. Queueing models have been developed to provide a basis for delay
approximations and provide valuable qualitative results and insights.
We will focus on packet delay within a communication network. A packet under-
goes delay that can be separated into the following delay components:
1. The processing delay, which is the time the packet is correctly received at the
source and the time the packet is transmitted on the communication link.
2. The queueing delay, which is the time the packet is waiting in a queue for
transmission and the time it begins to transmit.
3. The transmission duration, which is the time it takes to transmit the entire
packet on the communication link.
4. The propagation delay, which is the time it takes for the last bit to be transmit-
ted at the head node of the communication link and received at the tail node.
Propagation delay proportional to the physical distance between the source and
destination.
We start by introducing a standard nomenclature for single-station queues, i.e.
queueing systems where users form a single queue. Such a queue is described as
follows:
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1. Arrival Process - We assume that users arrive one at a time, and the successive
interarrival times are independent and identically distributed (iid). Thus the
arrival process is a renewal process. It is described by the distribution of the
interarrival times, represented by special symbols as follows:
" M: Exponential M stands for memoryless, which is assumed to be a Pois-
son process, i.e., exponentially distributed interarrival times,
" G: General G stands for a general distribution of interarrival times,
" D: Deterministic D stands for a deterministic interarrival times,
2. Service Times - We assume that the service times of successive users are iid.
They are represented by the same letters as the interarrival times.
3. Number of servers - Typically denoted by k. All the servers are assumed to be
identical, and that any user can be served by any server.
4. Maximum number of users - Denoted by N. It includes the number of users in
service. If an arriving user finds N users in the system, he/she is permanently
lost. If capacity is not mentioned, it is assumed to be infinite.
As noticed by the contents of this thesis, we have used queueing models to develop
expected delay analysis while investigating multiple access techniques and uplink ar-
chitectures. What follows is a brief summary of the queueing delay models QM/M/k(-),
QM/G/k(-), and QM/D/k(-). For complete derivations and a strong understanding of
queueing theory, the reader should consult sources such as [4], [22], and [39].
A.2 M/M/k Queue
A.2.1 M/M/1
An M/M/1 model assumes (1) Poisson arrivals of rate A, (2) independent and expo-
nential service distribution with mean 9jsec] and rate yu> A, and (3) a single server.
The utilization factor p (0 < p < 1) is defined as
p A - (A.1)
A
The expected delay an arrival experiences upon entering the system is
Q M/M/1 (A,) (A.2)
p- A
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Thus the total expected delay an arrival experiences in the system is
p1T = +-Ip-A y
1
A-p
A.2.2 M/M/k
The M/M/k queuing system is identical to the M/M/1 system except that there are
k servers, or channels of a transmission line. A user at the head of the queue is routed
to any server that is available. The utilization factor p (0 < p < 1) is defined as
A
= .
(A.4)
The probability of n users in the system is
-k-1
PO (kp)" +
.k=0
~i -1
(kp)k
k!(1 -p)J (A.5)
The probability that an arrival has to wait in the queue is
Po(kp)k
PQ=k!(1 
-
(A.6)
The expected delay an arrival experiences upon entering the system is
(A.7)QM/M/k (A, y, k) PPQA(1 - p)
Thus the total expected delay an arrival experiences in the system is
T =p .1
A(1 -p) p -t (A.8)
A.2.3 M/M/oo
In an M/M/oo system, there is no waiting in queue. We assume that a new server
is created immediately to handle a new arrival. Thus, the expected delay an arrival
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(A.3)
experiences is zero and the model behaves as follows
QM/M/oo
T 1
y
A.3 M/G/k Queue
A.3.1 M/G/1 Queue
The M/G/1 model assumes (1) Poisson
tribution which is iid service times with
(3) a single server with infinite waiting r
arrivals of rate A, (2) a general service dis-
mean X and second moment X - X , and
X = E{X} = Expected service time,
,
2  
= E{X 2} = Second moment of service time,
p= AX,
Q M/G/1(A, X, X 2 ) AX
2
2(1 - AX)
(A.11)
(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)
A.3.2 M/G/k Approximation
In this section we consider the M/G/k system in which users arrive at a Poisson rate
A and are served by any of k servers, each of whom has the service distribution G.
X = E{X} = Expected service time,
F = E{X 2} = Second moment of service time,
AX
P k
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)
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(A.9)
(A.10)
QM/G/k (A, X, X 2, k) ~ AkX2(X)k-1
2(k - 1)!(k - AX)2(k- (A) +± _) )(k-()!A(k.-AX)
(A.18)
The M/G/k approximation is an exact solution
[39].
if the service time G is exponential
A.4 M/D/k Queue
When service times are identical for all arrivals, we have
X 1
P
1
(A.19)
(A.20)
A.4.1 M/D/1
Since the M/D/1 case yields the minimum possible value of X 2 for given P, it fol-
lows that the values of QM/D/1 and T for an M/D/1 queue are lower bounds to the
corresponding quantities for an M/G/1 queue of the same A and p.
QM/D/1 (A, y) 1 1QM/G/1(A, - 2)
y A
A.4.2 M/D/k
QM/D/k (A, y, k) 1
- M/G/k ( A,-
y L
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(A.21)
1
[ ,k) (A.22)
Appendix B
Proofs
B.1 Poisson Process
Case 1 is a multichannel system that assumes K channels each with equal capacity
C [bits/sec]. The user population is divided into K equally sized groups with each
group accessing one channel, as shown in Figure B-1 (a). Message arrivals are assumed
to follow a Poisson distribution. The Poisson process is defined by a probabilistic
description of the behavior of arrivals at points on a continuous time line
P[n arrivals, time T] = (!)e-A 
(7
Chan I *
+1Channe 1 +
-| Channe K
(a) Case 1.
where n = 0, 1,2, ... andT > 0. (B.1)
Channl K1
Chnniel K ~*?
(b) Case 2.
Figure B-1: Comparison between Two Poisson Cases.
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Case 2 is a multichannel system that assumes K channels each with equal capac-
ity y [bits/sec]. Every user and for every packet transmission (or retransmission)
selects randomly, uniformly, and independently of the past the channel over which
this specific packet is to be transmitted.
The following is to illustrate that the arrivals from point A to point B in Figure
B-1(b) is equal to the corresponding arrivals in Figure B-1(a)
P[n arrivals at B, time T] = P[n arrivals at A]P[all n chooses B]
+P[n+1 arrivals at A]P[n of these chooses B]
+P[n+2 arrivals at A]P[n of these choose B] +...
(n) I+f( +l) 1 K-1(n+l)
= f f(nK + f n1 ) K n 1)1 -12
1 1 AT K-1(n+1)!
S(A)n A[1 (n + 1)! K 1!
(Ar) K 2!
1 1 K- I (AT Kl) 2
- (A)e-AT[1 + AT- + ( )
n! Kn K 2!
1 1 nArTK-i
n! Kn
= e K (B.2)
where f(n) = e-AT. From Eq. B.2, we can see that the arrival rate at B is A =
B.2 Optimum Number of Channels
The proof of determining the optimal number of channels by dividing channel ca-
pacity can be found in [18]. It is found that to minimize overall expected message
transmission delay, the optimal number of channels K is one.
Assume that we have K subchannels, each of capacity ! [bits/sec], as shown in
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Next message chooses
one of the available
channels at random. Channel 1: C/N [bits/sec] -
Channel 2: C/N [bits/sec] -
Channel 3: C/N [bits/sec] -
mean traffic
?4p [bits/sec] Queue
Channel K-1: C/N [bits/sec -
Channel K: C/N [bits/sec] -
Figure B-2: Messages Transmitting on Multiple Channels.
Figure B-2. There is a queue with Poisson arrivals at an average arrival rate of A
messages per second. All message lengths are exponentially distributed with mean
length j [bits]. A first-come first-serve (FCFS) discipline is implemented on the
queue, where messages at the head of the queue gain access to the first channel that
becomes available. If more than one channel is available, the message chooses from
this set randomly according to a uniform distribution.
Given values for A, y, and the total capacity of C [bits], the issue is to determine
K, the total number of subchannels. The value of K should minimize T [sec], the
expected delay spent in the system, i.e., the queueing delay plus transmission delay.
Channel utilization is again defined as p = [bits/sec].
Theorem 1
The value of K which minimized T for all 0 < p < 1 is N=1.
A system with more than one channel is non-optimum because the efficiency of
a message is related to its transmitting rate. With one channel, we can transmit at
a rate of C [bits/sec] whenever there are any messages in the system. If we have K
channels (K > 1), there will be situations in which less than K channels are occupied,
and we shall then be transmitting at a rate less than C [bits/sec].
This result implies that whenever possible one should design a multichannel sys-
tem, where total capacity is fixed, with as few channels as the physical constraints of
the network allow. The limiting case of one channel is optimum. Pragmatic engineer-
ing considerations however may drive the design of systems from this ideal optimum.
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